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Introduction

British poet and essayist Matthew Arnold (1822-1888), using
experiences accumulated as a school inspector traveling between
England and the Continent to compare British and French schools,
composed the poem "Dover Beach" in 1850._Init he sought to put
into words his feelings as he stood on the British shore looking at
the Eng(ish Channe( with the French coast in the distance.
"Listen." Arnold (1963) asks his imaginary or real companion, De
you hear "the grating roar/ of pebbles which the waves draw back
and fling) At their return, up the high strand) begin and cease,
and then again begin?" (pp. 210-211). The same "eternal note of
sadness" was also heard by Sophocles (496?406 B.C.) nearly 2;500
years earlier in another land near another body of water, the
Aegean.

In alluding to Sophocles; Arnold recognizes the timelessness
and universality of human experience. Sophocles, he suggests, also
felt and understood human suffering. The two shared at:least one
additional attribute: They hoth sought to put their feelings into
words. For hoth, spanning the distance from experiencing life to
writing about it was natural; for thecn; language was an integral
part of life. Both Arnold, the British school inspector _and
Sophocles; the Greek dramatist; although they lived thousands of
years and miles apart, shared the love of and need tO express their
feelings in literary language.

Literary languagei Balakian (1977) emphasizes; like most
kinds of language,: bridges "the subjective state and the physical
reality of the outside world," It serves as an excellent model for
observing and_ studying as one learns a language. "The teacher of
languages is at the same time a teacher of literature, and_ the
teacher of literature is a teacher of language, for the two functions
are inseparable: they are communicating vessels that nourish each
other, they constantly invade each other's territory and cannot be
conceived except as a single reality" (p. 5i. Allen (1978) describes



Introduction

the interaction as follows: If human experience is the what of
literature;_ then surely languageis part of the hoe fp. 3261.

Literary language presents the universality of human
experience and stimulates readers to be continually renewed by
their experience, by what Wordsworth, as recast by Thomas Wolfe
(1957), -called **the music of the lost world . . . the great forgotten
language, the lost faces, the stone, the leaf, the door" (p. 503).

9



The Role of LiterattitO
ih ESL

Literature takes on varied, sometimes seeiningly conflicting faces
in the world of English as a second language (ESL). While literary
language is telptul_ for loathing a language; its more important
purpose is "the revelatiOn of Creativity, of the knowledge of the self
and_ of others manifeStdbOliatianguage used in literary context"
(Balakian; 1977.-p. 4) Language teachers, according to Balakian,
often misconstiiii literary language as communication rather than
astreation. As a result, in foreign and secOnd language classrooms;
literature may serve mundane rather than creativegods.

This liability is familiar to I:k3th the tiroPonents and opponents
of literature in ES1..._At the reknit_ of_v_arious trends, literature-4t
least creative uses of literature,has been pushed to the back of or
even completely out of many classrooms. Nevertheless, literature
hat continued to be widely used in its pure for-mt and in various
adaptations in ESL teaching. It would be difficult, for one thing; to
drive any method completely Out. Literature reemerges in other

. .guises, such as in dialogues, in songs, and in other forms in ESL
texts. Wolfwn's (1979) Study of spoken narration provides an
example of an oral fOrm that is of great relevance to literature in
ESL. _ _

Although literature; as a part of ESL, has suffered both from
attacks by ESL people and concerted attemptS by some to disregard
it; it has never been ignored.

The controversyif there iS a controversycenters not on
whether literature _should or shoiild not be a part of ESL
curriculums,_ but oh hir4,_when; where, and why it should be used.
Nothing could be healthier_ for literature and, for ESL teaching
than this debate. Vigorous discussion of how literature and ESL
instruction can work together and intetact for the benefit: of
students and teachers has resulted in and continues to promise
interesting ideas. learning, and iMproved instruction for all. The
controversy reflects a hattiral interest in and excitement about

10



2 Literature in ESL instruction

literature itSelf and itg place in ESL instruction. Fortunately, it
has attracted some of the beSt minds. These teachers continue to
find the use of literature in language teaching an interegting and
worthy concern.



A Rationale for the Use of
Literature in ESL

"The disregard of literature is widespread and misguided." It
creates "a condition of exile rather than providing a new
homeland" (Charlesworth, 1976, p. 157). The reasons for the
disregard of literature in the ESL curriculum are outside the
domain of this volumc Iiistea& :the many excellent_reasons for
incorporating literature in the curriculum are discussed here.

Literature is inherently human; its stories, poems, and plays
portray a wide variety of human concerns and needs. Because it
reflects people's timeless values and preoccupations, literature
attracts readers. Of course, these universal concerns take on
individual guises from work te work. David Copperfield; fOr
example, roams the special environment of London's Inner Temple
and courts Agnes in the shadows of Canterbury Cathedral in a
particular British Victorian manner, while Eudora Welty's
American musician, Powerhouse, from the story of the same name,
tramps the Mississippi Delta and announces his loneliness in an
idiom and a way that American Southerners can best comprehend.
Yet both accounts describe pleasures and plights that are familiar
to all human beings. The perennial concerns of the heroes and
heroines depicted in these fictions; if presented appropriately,,
communicate to alL The works diacussed here amply demonstrate
literature's inherent humanity.

At its bst, literature depicts situationai people, and_ impulses
that most people can recognize, conseiously or unconsciously, as
true; even when they cannot or will not identify with them.
Literature atrives_ fim universality. Even when presenting an
account or a feeling that a reader may not or cannot experience, it
brings out what in the action or feeling is common to many people.
The experience may appeal to so many varied imaginations that it
can claim universality.

Munro (1969) cites as a reason for teaching English literature
abroad that it reflects the human condition better than other
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literatures. But natives of all countries probably feel that their
literature better reflects the human condition than all others.
Fairer and closer to the truth may be the notion that all literature
Korean,Peruvian. or Englishreflects theluman condition.

Human beings have always faced uncertainties and loneliness
as well as fulfillment. and writers from William Blake to Samuel
Beckett have depicted both sides of life. Literature is rooted in
daily life, the activities that people carry out each day. The world of
ordering food and drink, catching buses and trains. and making
and breaking appointments runs through all literature. Nnili of
course; it isa_world that ESL students must becomefamiliar with,
Literature can help students become comfortable and functional in
their new environment. Beneath the surface reality, of course,
exists the soul of a society, and a student. as Bradford (1968)
suggests, can learn to understand not only the top layers but also
underlying psychological elements.

Literature's universality includes not smily people and events
but extends:also to_issues._ Certain problems have always puzzled
people; and significant ideas have always been intriguing. Arnold's
wish to have communicated more fully with a person no longer
available, also expressed by Hayden in "Those Winter Sundays"
(discussed in Chapter 3), seems to occur in the work of some writers
in all times.

In addition, literature attempt& to pravide clarity. Literature,
writes_Povey 09671; makes people aware and brings them insight.
Literature attempts to unravel, often at the price of great turmoil
and suffering to author, characters, and_readers, the most intricate
and delicate of tensions. It releases what it must release in the
quest for truth.

Can literature change people? Moody (1971) says literature
makes four major contributions to learning; including especially
personal development, Literature; he argues; can train people's
sensory, intellectual, affective, social, and perhaps religious
faculties. It can also help develop a person's character and moral
judgment.

Of course the primary lure of literature, and the major value of
literature to ESL students, is its cultural content:

It seems safe enough to assert that English _literature
would make a valuable transitional material. Literature
gives evidence of the widest variety of syntax the richest
variations of vocabulary discrimination ft provides
examples of the language employed at its most effective,
subtle, and suggestive. As literature sets out the potential

13



A Rationale 5

of the English language it serves as_ an encouragement;
guide, target to the presently limited linguistic achieve:
ment of the foreign student. (Povey, 1979, p. 162)

The Cultural Value of Literature

_ ESL students require more than language instruction; they
also need an orientation to the target culture. This culture is at
best somewhatunfamilist,_ arid:often CoMpletely unknown to these
students. Teachers and adthiniStrators who have struggled with
this difficulty have alWaYS &kind a thliitionin the cultural values
inherent in andiransmitted through literature.

_ Because literature provides a model of a culture, it is "one of
the _most obvious and valuable means of attaining cultural
insights" (Scott, 1964, p. 490). This fthictiOn,Scott Suggests, should
be stressed by ESL programs. Scott is not alone in his advocacy of
literature as an eftWctiVe Vehiele of culturallearning. Literature;
writes gosenblatt_(19781; empowers the reader to overcome the
limitations of _sex_i_ race; _or culture. Povey ,(1979) adds that
literature is_ a link towards that culture which sustains the
expression ofany language" (p. 421 . Marshall (1979) found that:She
herself_could better appreciate StUderitt' Cultural background when
she :helped them CdhOiler the ibarriers they encountered when
reading literature from oiitSide their culture_

MtKay (1982J tioints_out that the cultural problems found in
teaching literature are not all necessarily to be avoided, Kujoory
(1918); paraphrasing TuerF (1971) concerning John Updike's short
story; "A & P,7 says that Iranian studentS had difficulty with the
story because the_ generation gap is ''less astringent" (pp_ 223,224)
in Iran than in the United StateS. Students benefit _from dealing
with: such prOblems because hy surmounting cross,cultural
barriers; they develop_ their own creativity. Marshall (1979), for
example;_reqiarks that Puerto Rican students are often weak in
monosyllabic; Anglo7Saxon words _but art Strong in their
knowledgeand use of Latinate votabularyi as well as syntax. ThUS
these speakers art at an athantage, even compared_ with native-
English-speaking_ people; When theY try to understand the mind
and language of a poet SUCh as Milton: the strength thus
compensates for the_ first weakness. Literature both overtorna8
many barriers between cultures and exposes them 46 that readers
may become more responsive to thot arid improve their com-.

munication across cultures.
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The Linguistic Importance of Literature

Ultimately ESL teachers must determine the linguistic
benefits of studying literature in an ESL context. The rewards are
significant and numerous. Literature in English is English at its
best. Lee (1970) crystallizes this argument in his editorial:

It is in literature that the resources of the language are
most fully and skillfully used. It seems to follow that
literature should enter into the language study of those
who areto use the language with the greatest possible skill
and effect (pp. 1-2)

Evan the loudest detractors and severest critics of -the use of
literature_in an ESL contexti such as Blatchford (1972; 1974),
never state that literature is anything but the highest use to which
the language can be put. They deny only its utility for ESL
students.

This noble view of literature as the manifestation of language
resources used as fully and as skillfully as possible does not conflict
with_the concept àfiiteraturë'i usefulness. In fact, as Widdowson
(1975) iefines literature; its outstanding value is precisely in its
being related to but distinct from conventional_ uses of language.
While it may share many_ of the characteristics and purposes of
conventional language, literary language does not depend on
conventional grammar or external context (that is, outside the
work)_ for its meaning, a point to be elaborated later. The ESL
student _who_ grasps this characteristic of literary tentage will
have learned much_ ibÔÜL the various uses to which English,
literary and conventional; is put and will ultimately be able to use
them himself or herself.

Even before achieving such advanced understanding, the
nonnative reader can benefit in other ways from literature.
Literature models a wide _range of communicative strategies.
Through iiteratum sooner or 1ater4 theetudentencounters nearly
every kind of communicative technique speakers use or think _of
using. Literature displays a broader range of such communication
strategies than any other single ESL teaching component.
Moreover, it is a teaching aid for all language skills, extending, as
Povey (1967) writes; "linguistic knowledge by giving evidence of
extensive and subtle vocabulary usage and complex and exact
syntax" (p. 42). It sfimulates and improves a student's_ listening
ability when used aurally and encourages oral practice through
discussion, as well as offering many interesting chances to write

, 15



A Rationale

(Moody; 1971). In short, it extends linguistic knowledge, affirms
McKay (19824 on the levels of _usage and use (usage refers to
knowledge of linguistic rules; use to understanding how to apply
the rules effectively in actual communication exchanges). As
Marquardt (1988) observes, "the study of the literature of the
language is felt to be the surest way to attain these more elusive
qualities that go to make up a:total mastery of the language" (p. 8).
It has in sum, the broadest utility imaginable.

Still, critics of using literature in ESL instruction, like
Blatchford (1972, 1974), have made arguments based on (a) the
objectives stated by administrators and teachers in English
language programs in each country; (b) the trend in the profession
t-oward sociolinguistic uses of language and communicative
competence; and (c) inadequate training of teachers in literary
studies. Of the three arguments; only the latter, the need to help
teachers to teach literature more effectively, makes sense. The
others are based; as Blatchford acknowledges, on local and
tethporal concerns. These issues must surely be raised,_ but after
they are considered and dealt with,as they easily can be, literature
will show itself to be flexible enough to adapt to any considerations
of time and place, and resume its rightful position as the bestat
once the richest and the most usefulresource available to
language teachers and their students

The Fflucational Value of Literature

No rationale for the study of literature would stand up if it did
not consider literature's effects on learning. Does literature,_ in fact,
contribute te learningi not just language learning_bUt all_kinds of
learning? The question hasheen fay discussed by both proponents
and opponents of literature in ESL curricula. Widdowson (1982),
countering the critics who advocate only the so-called practical
uses of language, replies that life entails more than achieving
utilitarian tasks such as ordering food. Heand other_ scholars agree
that literature should have an educational purpose in the broadest
sense, not merly a utilitarian function.

Adeyanju (1918)1aments that as ESL has come to be associated
with skills development, literature seems to have been left behind.
Summarizing Blatchford, Marckwardt (1978) acknowledges _a
reluctance to open the doors of literature study_ to students who will
have only limited exposure to English. Yet he agrees with
Kintanar (1972) that a language's literature must be studied, for
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without it, the language itself would be different; Language study;
asserts Kintanar, is incomplete without literature study. Thus
literature has a "justifiable and profitable place .. . in the English
curriculum, irrespective of the role of the English language within
the countryi_ Although it will differ in nature as the role of the
language differs" (Marckwardt, 1:918;_p._19). That role should have
a great deal to do with learning. Yet it has often beensubordinated
toor some have limited it tothe acquisition of skills; DiPietro
(1982) suggests this imbalance results from the fact that "we EFL
teachers are a pragmatic lot." If skill attainment is not the goal of a
class activity, he suggests, teachers consider it without value (p.
216). Yetother kinds of knowledge can and should be gained from
literature.

Literature provides much besides knowledge of basic language
.ikills. By modeling language, literature teaches sustained;
significant communication. ESL is more than just a matter of
gaining mastery of many isolated communicative situations such
as_renting _an _apartment or making a bank deposit_ (DiPietro,
1982): Literattire,_ in short models and teaches coherence of
language and thought;

Obviously, it is the instructor's task when using literature with
ESL students to teach it as sustained, significant communication.
Yet many teachers consider the task tao difficult and too
frightening even te begin. They are invariably certain they could
never complete it Yet these same teachers can often teach difficult
expository essays with great sensitivity. Literature may indeed; at
first, confuse and overwhelm teachers who are inexperienced with
it. Unless the teacher is confident and secure; even the best
rationale for using literature with nonnative readers is
meaningless. Happily; ESL teachers have available a painless and
easilycomprehensible way to handle and conquer their fears.

Teaching literature to for, 7g/i_ students does not require
knowing all the answers. What is required instead is the ability to
raise and inspire questions about the literature. The teacher is a
facilitator who first carefully reads and enjoys the literature. The
facilitator should then raise questions with the students. No ques-
tion is too trivial or too silly. The questions may be factual (e.g, Is
there an actual date or real person in the work ?)i esthetic (e.g., What
do I like in this work and why?); or critical (e.g., What seems inosi
useful or most memorable in the work?). There is no limit to the
number or type of questions. There is no need to answer the
questions definitively; they should simply be raised and discussed.
Put forth your thoughts. Listen to theirs. The students will

17
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appreciate your courage and honesty and will soon follow your lead
in questioning.

The next time you think about teaching literature; and start to
recoil from_the work,be brave._ Ask a question; then another, and
another. You have begun to teach literature. This basic question-
asking technique will be explored in this volume with specific
poems and stories.

Inherent in literature is its function of conveying knowledge. It
can transmit the knowledge of any discipline, including chemistry;
hiStory; or sociology (MOOdy; 1971). Mwdy sketched some of the
vast areas of knowledge available through literature; but even his
list is_only _partiaL Knowledge of all sorts, past and present, is
available through literature.

The knowledge literature transmits is not, of course, limited to
factual information or theories. Literature may posit or depict
something that has not, up to the =mentor the story; poem; play,
or novelibeen conceived of;_or, if it_hasbeen envisiwied; has not yet
been fully_ understood. It presents instead; as Widdowson (1983)
observes; a7new reality" (p. 31). That is, the reader is not expected
to understand a passage within a conventional or previously
erectzd frame of reference. A situation, freling, or action conveyed
in a work often depends on no outside context for its validity. Its
"reality" is baSCid only on its assertion and existence in the work
ittelf In thiS way; literature differs from other kinds of discourse.
Forexample;_a _question such as Would you tell we kow to get to 6
Belsize Crescent; PIN. 32 assumes that such an address exists in a
particular town, and the questioner wishes tO know how to get
there. This may not be true of some literary discourse. Literature
often requires the reader to interpret it without the benefit of_s_uch
Vides or definite laws but in terms of new insights or information
giVen for the first time exclusively hy the writer. This requirement
gives the reader an opportunity to experience a unique kind of
discourse; which Widdowson rightly asserts many readers would
embrace. Literature, conceived of in this way, can contribute "to
Ixoth the process and purpose of learning" (Widdowson, 1982, P.
214)--not only language learning, but all learning.
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Teaching Poetry in the

ESL Classroom

Many ESL instructors; curriculum developers, administratomand
researchers support the use of literature for ESL students, They
enjoy researching it, teaching it, and having it in their programs.
However, when asked te teach or oversee the teaching of poetry,
those:who are usually confident of success in teaching literature
experience an age--old and primitive squeamishness. Faced with
poetry;_they remember frighteningly incomprehensible high school
poetry class sessions and begin to wonder if the literature-and-ESL
combination is a good idea after all.' Meeting and reading poetry
again, after perhaps many years; and teaching it to_ESL students;
is not only a gOed idea biit can give the teacher_a fresh opportunity
to enjoy and understandwetry-a genre that invites involvement,
enjoyment; and_understanding in a newisituation.

Poetry-Ats teaching, studying, reading, and writing--needs no
defense; although it has been successfully defended over the
centuries by the likes of Sir Philip Sidney (1554-1580, Saintiel
Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834), and T.S. Eliot (1888 1965), among
others. More important, poetry demonstratesits own significance
The assumption that poetry is difficult; and that it is the last
subject_weshould teach; is just that-an unfounded assumption.
Many factors-various fears and bad experiences-have led tO the
formation of this assumption. They are real, yet the positive points
about poetry far outweigh the obstacles. They can be arranged into
five main categories of benefits: (a) educational and learning; (13)
emotional; (c) cultural; (d) linguistic; and (e) esthetic.

A Rationale for the Use of Poetry in ESL

Poetry can contribute to the learning and teaching of basic
language skills. However, these skills have not been recognized as

19



12 Literature in ESL Instruction

basic (Charlesworth, 1978). The most significant _ connection
between learning and poetry is metaphor. Most learning; as
CharleSWorth _pOintS otit, takes place through a me '..aphorical
proceSS, relating the Unfamiliar to what the student already
knows. _Since most poetry Consciously or unconsciously _uses
metaphor as one of its primary methods, poetry offers a Significant
learning process. More concretely; in a study of _writing student§ in
Ghana described by Watts (1981); their grammar errors; especially
errors of tense and countable and uncountable forms, began to
disappear as a result of their experience with poetry.

What kind of poetry is_ most useful for ESL students? Teachers
commonly assume that Simple poetry is best, but they may be
wrong. Students_ tend _to be_ bored by overly simple poetry: "It Wag
Found that readers derive initial pleasure from a poem they
understand and like but they also _derive pleasure from
understanding a poem that is too difficult to have prompted
pleaStire from the initial reading" (Charlesworth, 1978, p. 180).
ThUS Student§ benefit When they try to grasp more challenging
poems.

At leait two additional learning benefits can be derived troth
studying poetry: The first is the _appreciation _of the Writer%
composition process, which students gain by studying poems by
Components. Once they see each part clearly; students can consider
hoW the Oa put the poem together. They do not learn to write
their own poetry thiS way; rather, having isolated anti grasped
each component of a Poem, they are led tO an appreciation of hoW
the poetimade all the poem's components fuse into a *hole. In thiS
way, the student is able to comprehend_the poet's composition
process. The student is_in a position to imagine the movement from
first draft to revision. A corollary benefit is that the student has in
fatt intreased his Ot her insight into language. Thus the student
develop§ SenSitivity for Words and discoveries that may later grow
into a deeper interest and greater analytical ability (Spuler, 1981).
Spuler also states thatipoetry, taught at the earliest pOSSible time,
can establish a basis for a better understanding of literature later
in the student's education. :The openness required to interpret a
pOetn;:as there is no absolute right in a poem (Charlesworth,
1978)--in itSelfprovideS a rare learning benefit.

WallaCe SteVenS (1879=1955); a contemporary American poet,
called it "the malady of_the quotidian" (p. 59) in his poem 'The Man
Whose Pharynx Was Bad" (1959). He was referring to the Weight of'
daily life, which seems to compel people to repeat _activities daY
aftet day without variation. Yet Stevens and other poets have
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shown that the ordinary moments are a proper and even fertile
source of poetic inspiration. Such_ moments; when transformed into
poetry; stinnilate feelingS. Poets lead readers to fuller experiences,
not only of ordinary moments, but also special moments. Poetry
uses language _to evoke and exalt special qualities of life, and
snifusesreaders with feelings.
_ In addition to the ordinary and the special moments, life offers
the unexpected. Poetry frequently depicts the pleasure of_snch
moments. AlthoUgh this aspect of life is often ignored ineducation,
when it kein-s ih rhyme, rhythm; or words; it delights
(CharlbSWörth, 1978). Readers are reached on both the intellectual
and the emotional Level: Surprise in poetry offers the experience of
piire;_ undiluted pleasure--heightened because the reader neither
asked for nor expected it.

Poetry, especially lyric poetry, 1which focuses on feelings;
provides still Another emotional benefit. It affords the opportunity
to observe and encounter writers AS they are expressing themselves
MOSt intensely. Lyric poems--perhaps all poemsare written at
Moments when the poet is so full of feelings that he or_ she must
express them or burst. Such a poem allows the rtader to look on as
the poet releases this emotion. As in all such heightened moments;
people are often moved to self:expression of emotions;_in words or
.ears,_or silente. Feelings are arousA in harmony with the poet's
own. The reader's emotional response is to some the ultimate and
healthiest benefit ofpoetry

Almost every medium trammits culture. Poetry has always
been one of the most delicate and fecund transmitters of culture,
Charlesworth (1978) sayg goetry is a major manifestation_ of
culture. William Marquardt (1968) shows what _ poetry about
foreign cultures by Americans reveals about Americans' ability to
rtlate to arid aecept foreign _cultures. The transmission of culture
through Poetry is evidenced by the well-known untranslatability of
rnost_poems from one language to another. Poeing, in most cases,
cannot be effectively translated betause they are too steeped in
their own culture. They tarihtit be transported elsewhere without
loss of identity.

This benefit of poetry is simultaneously one of the most
difTiCult Challenges_ confronting ESL teachers. The poem contains
so many cultural elements--allusions, vocabulary, idioms, tone--
that do not translate easily or at all. Stith material may discourage
or even repel students and complicate the teacher's task. Glosses; if
they are done well, provide the necessary informa.ion. At the same
time, glosses may be distracting or, worse; discouraging, if they are
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too numerous._ Bad glosses can _even _mislead students.__A_ more
positive approach, that of encouraging students to discover the
cultural knowledge they require to understand a poem, is discussed
later in this chapter.

Poetry is a language experience. The :manifestations of
language common tO poetry are so numerous and so diverse that we
can_ call Ahem languages--that is, words and sentences used to
express a variety of states of mind, Figurative _language, for
example; includes metaphor, simile; symbolism; paradox;
personification, and irony. According to Widdowson (1982), poetry
serves functions as useful as those served by conversation. Poetry
is not the limited or arcane brand of language many suppose it to
be. It adapts itself to a myriad of human uses. Widdowson (1982)
shows ho_w poetry makes_the so-called practical functions of recent
linguistic texts apear ethereaL

The sounds of poetry serve practical purposes: Poets such as
Robert Frost, Emily Dickinson, Walt Whitman, and Theodore
Roethke, for example, use rhythmic patterns that strongly
reiziforce American English intonation (Marquardt, 1968). Theit
poems can be used even for1 pronunciation: drills, if desired.
Onomatopoeia; alliteration, and other sound phenomena common
to poetry may reach the nonnative_ ear _ more rapidly than
nonpoetical sounds. The music of poetry is one of its supreme
benefits.

In addition to the musical pleasure and value derived from
poetic language, poetry is a fertile source of figurative language
(Spinelli & Williams, 1981). The language of poetry "manifests:its
power and flexibility far beyond the writing and_speech of everyday
use" (Charlesworth; 1978; p. 162); it is exemplary language.
McConochie and Sage (1985) illustrate how poetry represents the
ultimate use of the language. In short, poetry is language in its
most economical and compressed form. Nowottny (1965) says
poetry is "language at full strettli" (p. 5).

When language_ is stretched to possibly its ultimate use, it
becomes a special_ language. It evokes the same responses evcked
by anything different: that is; unusual; difficult; or even radical;
Poetry has a unique license to devise its own syntactical rules
without being considered incorrect. Certainly, poetry does so more
than prose, though this has not been scientifically :measured.
Several attempts have been made to compare poetry and nonpoetic
prose on this aspect (Perrine, Widdowson, 1975).

Fear that such "radical" language may be too difficult, as_well
as concern about its incorrectness, underlies most pedagogic
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objections to it. in the ESL context, this has led some teachers to
declare poetry off4imits. The lengthy and complex arguments over
the general question of poetry's appropriateness for ESL students
have already been documented. For now; it is enough to urge that
ESL taaohirig fleitible_enough for students to learn language
from bath conventional and poetic modes of discourse. Is this enfant
tiiiible; poetic language, good for ESL students' language
learning? Do students learn more effectively from nonpoetic
language? N-o compelling evidence proves this to be thecase, and a
good many have espoused the benefits of poetic language in the
teaching Of English to- nonnative_learners.

Without poetry,_in faCt; perhaps knowledge about language
Watild be dithinished._ Poetry has served to codify language, to
recoM it in a form that preserves for future referente the use of
language as it is at a given time, and thus provides a stable basis
for rereading, refining, and changing it (Mconochie; 19791.
McConochie natilet the acid. the OdysseN_ and El Cid in Spanish as
just ti few of the examples of this functionofpoetry

ilVICContiohie (1982) states moreover that poetry is so essential
to the Stikly_of English that; without it; students' English language
dietis incomplete. That is, without poetry, they cannot gain aifull
grasp of the quality of English. Their language diet would be
nutritionally deficient. Poetry is neither Additive nor a side dish; it
is a staple on the menu for learning English.

Once the centrality of poetry to the learning of English is
atkiiii*ledged, the great learning_benefit offered by poetry itself.=
the quality of poetry-,can be appreciated. What -is poetry? A
Pritnary characteristic discussed by Charlesworth (1978) and many
others is that poetry isuniversal. It is net liMited to a single_race,
country, or religion. One among many explanations for poetry's
universality is simply that its dramatic nature makes it
universally Compelling. All poems are universal dramas, says
MCCantiChie (1979) ,alltidingto work by Brooks and Warren (1960),
that PerVide all people's lives:

Widdowson (1975) offers: a useful guide for discovering and
defining the essence of gvoatry. His suggestions stem, at least
initially, from :a linguistic gehlt of view. ffeabserves that each
poem creates its own language or dialect, necessitating a unique
graatinat. The grammar of each poem is sufficiently different from
Conventional grainmarlo require its own grammatical rules, and
Cannot _always be understood with reference te the Standard
grammar. The literary work is a "Set:let-Ate and self-contained
whole" (p. 36), and the tyvital phonological, syntactical, or
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semantic code of the_language does not determine the poem's
sounds; structure, or meaning-. (Of course, such uniqueness does
not automatically make a text literary.) Poetry is linguistically
unique betause it uses language structures that go beyond those
normally enforced by linguistic rules. These structures impart
meaning to each language component (verbs, articles, etc.), and the
conventionailinguistic value of these components adds to their
special-semantic value.

Widdowson (1975) alsodistinguishes literature from its social
context: "'Literary discourse is independent_of normal interaction,
has tit, links with any preceding discourse and anticipates no
subsequent activity, either verbal or otherwise" (p. 54). This
statement is true of many literary works. To be understood,
literature must use patterns. It must substitute its own code for the
conventional one. Widdowson (1975; illustrates this point with
selected poetic texts. Widdowson's treatment of the linguistic
uniqueness of poetry is of great importance and should be consulted
in its entirety.

Widdowson's discussion of the distinguishing features of
written literature is crucial to understanding the nature of poetry
itself Poetry_combines in its own special way the characteristics of
both_spoken and written modes. Poetry, perhaps all literature._ as
Wicidowson suggests; "appears to be a mode of communicating
which hap no analogue in conventional uses of language" (p. 64).
While his discussion cannot settle the question of the essential
nature of poetry, it does provide some insight into the many
benefits that poetry in and of itself offers. It also points the wey for
ESL professionals in particular to uncover aspects and principles of
successfully studying and teaching poetry.

The Main Aspects of Poetry in ESL

When ESL teachers address a poem with the necessity or goal
of presenting the experience to students, what sort of meeting is it?
A poem is a poet's attempt to record an experience or state a feeling
the poet has understood to some extent. A finished poemfinished
in the sense of having received the final, careful attention of the
poet--embodies in its words; sentences, and form the poet's
meaning to the extent that the poet succeeds_ in grasping and
expressing it. If it has been successfully compose& it acts as_a
whole, concealing its craft. The poet's choice of one word over
another, the selection of one formal approach instead of some other.
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and Sithilat evidence of artistic decisions are not apparent. It is met
arid read in its final stage, a linguistic and formal embodiment of
an experience or feeling:

_ Encountering a poem_ in its finished 8-tate, teachers:and readers
may feel overwhelmed. It may 14ebtii difficult to know how or evri
where tri begin in ard,t.r to understand it, even_on the literal level.
Poetry, especially Well-crafted poetry, may appear to conceal its
Craft to :Well that the reader_ may feel it is difficult or een
itripoSSible to penetrate it sufficiently_ to: understand it. When the
poem_must be absorbed within a limited time petiod, a reader icor
teacher may initially find it 80 diffittilt tO Make sense of it that_he
or she may abandwi the effott. A poetri may appear to be so self-
contained:that it ditcaurages readers from entering:

Such discouragement may take two forms. The reader may find
that the poem holds together so well that to probe: its manner of
construction seems to be a destructive att. The reader it reluctant
to "tear the poem apart," as this feeling is goitietime8 expressed. Or
a reader may view the goeth as 6 compact that it is difficult to
distinguish one aspett Of the poem from another _The elements that
makeup the poem may simply seem impossibleto isolate.

The first difaulty is expressed so often ahi so intensely that it
déterVeS an immediate_ and direct response. It ig true that ta
Understand a poem a reader may need trci temporarily disentangle
one section from another, one voite fraM_another voice, one line,
one word, one sound from other line8; wordsi and _sounds. _However,
no destruttive intnt or action is at work here: The exercise_ is
inherently CreatiVe: at each stage of the disentanglement, the
téadt strives to grasphow the poet fused disparate elementg atid
brought_conflicting forces into a harmonious whole.

Bath kinds of reader reluctance ate calls for help. New readers
need help:knowing where ta begih, whith atpects to approach first
in the_task of undet.m.anding_ii poem. The pertinent _questions are
as follows: What aSpects of a _poem are significant enough to
provide an initial grasp_ of the poem? What aspects of the poom
yield the greatest benefits in understanding? What aspects:of a
poem have traditionally most helped a teadotigain titrarie to it?
_ Contrary to many teat:lei-8' feat8,_ pciets do not wish to conceal
their feelings or expetient6A. They Wish to reveal and share them:
Consciously or unconsciouslyi a poet _displays _his or her words,
pattretti, feelingsi ideaS, vaiees, and visions of life on a page far al l
ta See and hear._ While he or she may not know tit ieti6n caire
Whether anyone actually reads them, the pijoinA at-e there to be
seen and seen again, heard and reheard. A pneni and all its parts
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continually invite readers to enter._ Yet the best openings for the
reader are not immediately apparent.

A poem by Wallace Stevens (1879=19551 entitled "Thirteen
Ways_of Looking1 at a Blackbird": offers the chance to compare
different impressioms ea natural element and to consider the
various associations a blackbird evokes._Ro_bert. Frost's 11874-1963)
"Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening" provides another kind af
opportunity. Entry to the poem is enabled by questions or
identification and motivation: Who is stopping? Who owns the
woods? Why would someone risk freezing to death by lingering in
the frozen wodds on an especially dark: night? Such: obvious
questions are spontaneous,_and the reader has no immediate:need
to look further. Not every poem providesthe same opportunity or
degree of accessibility; poems have varying accessibility ratios. But
all poems can be approached from many directions Not all
apertures reveal as much al:knit a poem as quickly as some, but all
are useftil and none lead the reader completely astray.

After entering at one point, the reader will quickly arrive at
other crucial locations, Each_ pressure_paint is connected, as:in
Chinese acupuncture, to others, perhaps far removed. The reader
gains new information at each point and finds new routes ta still
other new points of information and, departure. Each location is a
source of meaning that intersects with other criss-crossing lines of
meaning. A. poem is an intersection of infinite networks, all
interweaving and revealing themselves finally as: a whole. The
crucial paradox of poetry is that the more diverse its signals, the
more they are one.

Five Major Points of Entry to a Poem

While :nearly all explorations of a poem will bring some
understanding, certe-.. Jarting points have proven especially
useful for retracing thepact's dear tracks. Any analysis of a poem
achieves some understanding of the poet _and _the poem by tracing
or retracing the poet's steps. Ths process does not differ greatly
from methods used to grasp any account of an experience or
expression of feelingsor in :understanding an experience itself.
The analyst needs to know what, if anything, happened; who was
involved; the sequence_in which it occurred or is perceived to have
occurred; the sensory environment (sounds, sights, smells, tastes.
etc.); and, if possible, what it amounts towhat, in short it means.
While 6ther starting points, such as tone, mythological basis,
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sentence structure, and so on, may be revealing and even at times
essential or predominant, these five points usually involve the
greatest number of and the most important interconnections; they
go most directly to the poem's center.

A 26-word, four-line poem of the 14th century, "Western
Wind," incorporates the anonymous poet'sAelings in two stanzas
that use all five basic poetic aspects. Adapted for the Taverner
Mass written by Thomas Taverner (1490-1545/46), "Western
Wind" is a tapestry of narration, speaking voice, form, language,
and theme.

Western wind, when wilt thou blow ,

The smallrain down can rain?
Clifist,ifmy love were in my arms,
And un my bed again!

ThiS poem may be approached :from several directions. The
Clearest starting point is: to determine what is happning ih the
poem._Although the question:may seem naive, it Can be eicpetted _to
elidt many suggestions. A boat is lost it Sea, one student =may
postulate. Another may suggest that someone is_ in jaiLi_A third
may posit that a man or woman is praying fOr rain during a dry
svell. If students do not suggest where the events may be taking
place, the question oflikationi rimy be _interjected. Then the -_two
questions _may_be playeci off against each other, eliciting_ reactions
while encouraging the students to _relate the two sett Of answers.
The_ teacher may ask, for example, how the Student knoWs or
imagines the weaker has arrived at sea,_offering many_ possible
options. Ideally, the options_should emerge :from the students'
remarks- and at the_ same _time help them connect one student's
Comments te another's, _and to interconnect locations tit the tithe
frames inlinutes, hours, days, years, etc.) in whiCh Students
understand the events to have occurred oribe occurring. Thha the
single question Whatiis the situation2 reveals the narrativeessence
of a poem, as well as itS tirne-, setting, and _conflict. Once
participants haVe been drawn into the poem, and have enlarged the
space of the poem so thattheir imaginations can moveabout freely
Within !units, _establishing _possibilities that they will I* able to
devekip and refine later on, it may:be time tO Shift to another,
related aspect of the poem. The first area, narration in this
instance, has by no means been exhausterk rather, it has been; for
the purpose of the Class, sufficiently enlarged:

To reach thiS point, the presentation and timing of the
qUestions and options are as important as the questions and
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options themselves_ Teaching poetry is a dynamic process. The
teacher must not confirm or deny students' responses but rather
acknowledge them; and with a question_ or oblique comment, lead
students to review their reactions or relate them to ones they have
already heard. An answer may be met with _a _question or
counterstatement including, if appropriate, facts that contradict it.
Or, if possible, the teacher may bring it face-to-face with a different
or even contradictory possibility. Whenever possible another
student; not the teacher, should lead the first student to reconsider
his or her _observations. By sustaining the interplay between
responses and opinions; without favoring or disapproving of any,
the teacher can encourage a multidimensionaLrather_than linear
discussion and understanding of a poem. This procedure _can be
used with every aspect of a poem. Of course, as thz exploration of
the1 poem proceeds, observations and discoveries made in one area
will be carriet olLer and related to discoveries in many other areas.

When_ the timeseems ripe to leave the story line for another
area such as point of view4 the students bring along the
understanding they gained from their discussion of the story line.
Moreover, at any time they may briefly return to the story line for
information concerning point of view.

No doubt it will seem difficult during the discussion of the tory
line of 1Nestern Wind" to avoid talking abeut the person to whom
the events are_ eccurring or at least to consider who may_ be
involved in them: Some students_ usually refer to the speaker
anonymously or use the third person singular_ masculine pronoun,
he. To shift to the area of speaker identity; and again toforce back
the walls of the discussion, the teacher might simply ask; "How do
you_ know this is a he or a :she?" or, "Who is this person?" Current
critical theory bears out the practice, common especially to post-
Romantic poets, of creating_speakers distinct from the poets
themselves. The question of identity is bountikil,_ and the teacher
should be ready, at appropriate intervals; to introduceer recognize
the possibilities of the narrator's sex, age, occupation; class;
country of origin, and so on. The poem_may not definitively answer
the identity question. But considerable material may be found in
the poem relating to the speaker. Given the situations students
have discussed; would the speaker rnore likely be a woman or a
man? Is it possible to tell? Does the narrative preclude a child or an
elderly man or woman from being the speaker? Why or why not?
Has historical information arisen in the discussion that can direct
us to a likely occupation for the speaker? Is there a speaker, or is
someone dreaming? Is the speaker human, or has the poet
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imaned a plant or animal conversing? These are all _riCh
pciSsibilities that can be accepted and_ followed, at leatt for a tiMe.
Eventual ly4 a range of likely possibilities for the speaker's identity
will develop that can be debated by the class. Then the Possibilities
maybe discussed in conjunction with another of the poem'sareas of
expression, possibly the poem's structure or the speaker's
language.

The brevity and simplicity_ of "Western Wind" may lead
naturally to a discussion of the poem's form. The students may be
asked whether themanner in which the speaker has Ottanged
or her thoughts and feelings is revealing in any 'Way. The
discussion of "plot" and speaker will have stimulated students'
imaginations to offer suggestions concerning form that stern from
what they know about the plot._ They may be urged to consider how
a person of a certain age or background in a given situationlostat
sea, for examplemight respond to a crisis. How would the
thoughtt and feelings of such a person in a predicament differ froM
those of younger man; of a woman, of an experienced Seafarer,
and so forth? Who would be more likely tO remain Cahn, Who to
panic; who to despair?

Within such a framework, students will eventually discover
two significant structural facets of "Western Wind." First, they will
rialto that the first two lines of the poem are in the form of a
question. Second, theywill find that the tone ofaddress inthe p-oeth
changes_ abruptly from the first tWo tO the last tWo line& The
poem's abruptness of form mirrors the utterances_ of someone who
is likely to shift moods suddenly. Of course, in_the context of an
unstable situation such as this poem's, this category could include
many people. Yet this abrupt shift includes a reference (-curse OE'
OW to a force above or beyond the_ speaker. Who would tall the
Western Wind_"thou," and beseech it to moisten a barren plaCe or
state of mind, and then suddenly cry out in anger or loSs of_Control
for his or her love and the solace of his or her own bed? _This
challenging question else contains a time dimension. How much
time, if any, has glassed between the reaction of the first two lines
and the cry _of the second pair? Is there an interval? Has the
Speaker considered or remembered something new in the laSt tWo
lines?_Has something happened? Happily, these questions cannot
be_ _isolated from concerns of_ story and speaker. In fact,
understanding form is a prerequisite to understanding the story;
form is a manifestation of the speaker that leads the student more
fully to the poem's center.
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The speaker% vverds themselves now demand to be heard. They
can_ no longer be diSentangled :from narrative, voice, or form.
Students mill_know_him; heri_ or it not only by what is said but by
the words used to say it. What iS diStinctive about _the speaker's
language? What will his or her words add to_ our understanding of
the story, situation, and dynamic of the poem? Often; they help us
deterniine which of the ways we have been looking at the poem best
fit the pdetti itSelf. The speaker's, language--its sentences; words;
sounds; and even paiiSesreveal much of the essence of the
speaker's plight,_ perSonalitY, end thought:process. If the words
small rain; for example; reveal an especially delicate SenSibility,
this will affect our sense of how the speaker reacts to hiS or het
situation, and in fact of the speaker's identity._ If the _awkward
syntak==the absence of expected transition so that,seems to
indicate a ptyche udder pressure, then it will help the: reader
decide_among the choices tibiit the speaker's situation that would
be considered early ine CUM seSSion. How does the speaker intend
tie word Christ? Does the exclemation point at the olose of the
potin indicate shock; anger; dismay; or some other _feeling? What
precisely does the alliteration in the first line (Western wind when
wilt J reveal &OM the speaker's state of mind? In any poem; but
certainly in a iioetil Of 26 words the_ language of the_ main speaker
reveali_the _course Of the peetti,: which, through observations of
narration; speaker, and foi, students have:been following. Bolidly
on course; we canstay with the flow as it takes us; to the meanings
of the poem7the themes; _ _ _

_The students will now be ready:and eager for:a Tull discussion
of the poem's meaning. Other aspects of poetic expression; such as
irony, parade*, inythi and symbol, may be discussed before or
during a discussion Of theite. But fer the most part the concerns
from which ideas_ are formed_aboUt a poem's theme haVe already
been explored: No doubt students haveelso touched on the area Of
theme and perhaps hazarded guesses _about it At_lhis point;
however, the first formal discussion of theme should begin:

While all the aspects 6f a :poem previously discussed are
backgreund foe and essential te discussing theme, students do not
ordinarily_ make the jump te theme smoothly. To overcome this
reaction; the facilitator can_ask _several questions. Why ate ithit
situationend this speaker important to us'?_Why do we care about
what is going on here'? These two questions are other _ways Of
asking what is universal in this situation Another approach; more
closely linked to the class's_previous discussion is to ask what we
have discovered Eibeiit the Situation with which we began. What do
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all the poetic components have in common? What is the speaker
feeling 'giant the situation? If either of the two kinds of questions
elicits the _response that _desire or &nitration, or some kindred
feeling, dominates the poem; then_ the discussion of theme has
begun. Encourage the students to elaborate on their_respanses; ask
them to:specify the patterns and details of this frustration and
desire. Ask them tO consider what the speaker desires. If it is
fertility that the speaker is after, what kind of fertility is it? What
are_ its _manifestations? If reactions to absence and longing are
involved, then what preventsthe speaker from obtaining what is
missing? Draw out such _responses, even when_they won't bring
definitive answers. Of course, students should and will weave these
forays into theme with the understanding they have accumulated
from the discussion of narration,:speaker, form, and language.

The class discussion should culminate in a one-sentence,
capsule statement _of the themethe universal meaning of the
poem; Students may state several such sentencesi then work
together to capture the universality for which they_havestriven.
They may work as a group toward producing a statement that
reflects a compromise among conflicting ideas and includes the
essential viewpoint& The result should be a theme statement or
statementsi_ not the final meaning of the poem for all time but the
class's tentative account_of the major universal thrust of the poem.
For "Western Wind," onepossiblestatement mightiead as follows:
"Expression of the deepest despair; the strongest rage; or themost
fervent pleas may sometimes be all one can do in a difficult
situation." Not all students or all facilitators will be completely
happy with this or any other statement of the poem's theme. For
example, _some may say, rightly, that this statement does not
reflect the disruption of the normal life cycle emphasized in the
poem. However; satisfaction usually comes from the process itself
of having explored and come to know a poem in some depth.

Principles for Teaching Poetry
in the ESL Setting

_This overview of teaching "Western Wind" contains the
outlines of a general approach to poetry. The following guidelines
can be drawn.

First; identi6 thR approarhes that are best suited to the poem at
hand. Although most approaches prove useful for any ixoem, each
poem responds better to one or another particular approach. hi
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preparing your lesson, look over the poem careftilly, notingits most
significant features._ For ekanipte, if, AS in "Western Wind," the
situation portrayed from the Start is a need_or a request for the
wind to blow andi the tain_to_rain,_ you may pursue this with
questions. A seareh for the possible reasons for the request is an
obvious approach. Asking who may he making the ecqUest follows
logically_ The location of the speaker alsO Seems to require
investigation. Here the experiential (a poein rooted in a_ person,
place, and time) approach is indiCated. Of Course; in this approach,
these questions inevitably lead to _othersorder; language, and so
on. If a _poem begini With a. ComPaiiion, as does Shakespeare's
sonnet Number 130 (MY niLstressb eyes are rrothing like the sun),
comparilIg his mistress's body to objects of beauty, then the
sequence and unity of the icomparisoris thity determine_ the
approach: eyes, lips, and so ort_Thtta ithitipproach correspondsto the
directions the reader may tako in enjoYing and tuiderstanding a
poem based on the cleareat signals it emitsnarrative, structural,
experiential; or other.

Second, begin _Yard! _Presentation with an oral reading of the
poem. Poetry has its origins in singing, and nit:tie in general is
basic_ to it; it is an auditory experience Ideally, the students
themselves should read the poem. If poStibNi before_the reading;
review the pronunciation Of ikordS, the ihythms;_the_fact that line
endings don't require stoPS, and other basics. Have them practice
reading _at home. Then aSk same students to read the entire poem
or individual students to read parts (lines or stamas) of the poem.
There is nO harm in reading the poem more than &ltd. It helps the
students to feel comfortable with the goem, and may stimulate
them to observe and question the differing tones of the readings.
You yourself may also read the Poem droitd once._The first five
minutes of a poetry leSSciti are often pivotal. Reading the poem
aloud can ensure its Success_ When the lesson is finished, have
students, with their new understanding of the poem, reread it
aloud. _ _

Third, begin questioning with the giirj, or aarrativs base Of the
poem. Since alli poems contain Senie narrative_element, this is
always a good place te scan foe a POSSiblestart. Identifying a plot,
or sequence of events, Often makes iteasier to grasp the outlines of
a poem. Even poerris With no overt narrative often assume_ a
background of clients. In addition, students feel freer te explore the
poemonce they have absorbed the surface meaning.

Fourth; encourage students to make -connections among various
aspects of the poem, rather than Seeking out definitive answers.
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Keep afloat a range of controlled possibilities about the poem. At
each stage of the process of discovering a poem, perticipants are
prone tito leap tia conclusions or reach for answers they think they
have found. To avoid these premature interpretations, the
facilitator should strive to prolong pluralistic visions of a poem.
Suggest and reinforce relationships between _questions already
asked and those presently being asked; between points already
made and those presently on the table. Encourage the students to
fully express the possibilities that come to mind after examining
various partt of a poem. The chief advantage of this approach is
that it keeps students alert to the subtle relationships among the
poem's_ parta-,noticing how,_ _for example understanding of a
speaker's voice may be a reaction to a certain situationAn short,
the discussion should be dynamic; moving toward a grasp of the
proem rather than toward a mechanically preordained interpreta-
tion. Tell:students that finding connections between interlocking
parts of the whole poem, and not a bland statement of the poet's
entire meaning, is the goal. Release the students from the tyranny
ofseekinganswers; let the discovery of the poem's possibilities and
unity emerge.

Fifth, coruceive of the poem from various dimensions: visual;
auditory, sensory, structural, and so forth. It is a truism that noth-
ing can be 'seen completely from one angle alone. Poetry is no
exception. If envisioned from multiple points of view:, it will
blossom in various hues. Allow yourself and your students the
htxury of many lenses andmany viewing locations. If &discussion
bogs down in one area; such as structural; turn students' attention
to the senses the poem speaks to. In short; a multiplicity of
viewpoints enhances the study cf any poem.

Sixth, provide for the _understanding but not the meanings of
unfamiliar vocabulary, allusions, and background. As the class
discussion of a poem proceeds, students may occasionally feel
blocked when they encomter _an_unfamiliar word or cultural
allusion. At times; a historical; social; or religious reference is the
basis of a poem or a part of it. If poems have been well-selected and
prepared for nonnative readers, this should occur infrequently.
When it does come up, however, handle the obstacle as part Of the
process of reaching more deeply:into:the poem. Determine whether
the informationis really needed_at _the time it first comes up. Is it
essential to their grasp and enjoyment of the poem? If not,
encourage the students to move on and return to it later when
additional information or understanding may clear it up.
Otherwise, encourage alternate methods for students to grapple
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with the crucial reference. If the _words or allusions are essential,
do not provide the meanings yourself Assign each student, early
on,_at least as a first try, one word or allusion to report on to the
class. Handled this way, the task does not become too arduous for
any one person. Even if the student cannot come up with _the
meaning or the full sense of the allusion, he or she will provide a
beginning in the process of understanding the reference. Other
students or the facilitator; who may know the culture better, may
use their knowledge to fill in any missing gaps. The unfamiliar in
the poem _becomes; then, not a dreary obstacle but another step in
the excitement of reaching more deeply into the poem.

Seventh, dont lose sight of the poem's uniqueness _and
wholeness. Each poem creates itt own world and; if the poem is
effcctive, each part of ita worklis consistent with every other part,
The: Particular_ world _never_ existed before and may never exist
againAtis both_coherent and ephemeral. Yet, as we_ have seen, its
coherenceis comprehensible. It yields the same kind of answers to
the same questions people ask of their daily lives: Why do we like
one person and dislike another? How can we overcome our fear of
the unknown future? Why am I bored with my job?

How to Teach a Poem: A Model

Therewas never anymore inception than there is now,
Nor any more youth or age than there is now,
And will never be any more perfection than there is now.

Walt Whitman, "Song of Myself" III

You are never readier, the American poet Walt Whitman
(1819-1892) tells us in these words, than you are now. You may
know more, or feel more confident at a later date; but at this
moment you are as prepared as you will_ ever be to enter and
understand a poem. Poetry accepts you at your current level of
readiness--mo matter what it iS. This is most certainly true of
"Those Winter Sundays," written by the black American poet
Robert Hayden (1913-1980).

Those Winter Sundays

Sundays too my father got up early
and put his clothes on in the blueblaCk cold,

Yote. From Awls, of Adieent: New ono Selected Pune s oy Haycon. 1975. NOV Yore.: C )pv r gat 1975
by Live nett. Ibilpnntid by pormIssion.
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then with cracked hands that ached
from labor in the weekday weather made
banked fires blaze. No one ever thanked him.

I'd wake and hear the cold splintering, breaking.
When the rooms were warm, he'd call,
and slowly I would rise and dress,
fearing the chronic angers of that house,

Speaking indifferently to him
who had driven out thecold
and polished my good shoes as well.
What did I know, what did I know
of love's austere and lonely offices?

The_poem asks you in, You seem to enter into the middle of a
conversation with someone you know only slightly. So conversa-
tional is the poem's beginning that it is deceptive. The speaker
seems to want to talk about some shopping he or she did, a gOOd
bargain found, or his or her day at work. The first few words of a
poem; always significant; seem rather tasual_here. The words_are
so basici somundane; sa unnoticeable: a day of tha week; a person;
&possessive adjective defining the relationship. Yet the ordinarily
simple adverb too carries with it a pull, for it suggests that you and
the speaker have ben speaking about his or her father's action, in
a part of the conversation that prectdes the start of the poem. Thus
it seems you are not entering a poem but conti-ming your
involvement in an ongoing situation.

What kind of situation isit? The title suggests the subject is not
just_one day; one Sunday-, but many Sundays; perhaps years of
Sunday& Again, the title hints at earlier conversations and shared
previous knowledge of the days being referred to: Those Sundays
were winter Sundays, The situation is not a current one, since those
suggests a past time, but in this poem you are involved in a current
discussion about them. The title; then;_adda useful_information,
including_CaLthat_you;_ the listener,_ have previously discussed these
times_-,that is; the subject is not totally new to you; (b) that those
days are past; that they were special, nonroutine days--Sundays,
days of rest or quiet thought; and (d) that they were in the
Northern Hemiswhere; cold days with less light _than in other
warmer seasons. The first four words have established_a familiar,
even congenial tone, banishing any L. bruptness The speaker and
you, the listener; have been conversing comfortably and continue
to do so.
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What other irtformation does the speaker choose to :tell? The
speaker focuses not directly en his or her own life hut on the effects
Of the father's actions. Although the father never speaks_ lie
dominates the first stanza, WeAearn that he got up early _on cold
Sundays,_ just as he did on weekdays; that he was probably an
outdoor or factory worker; as indicated by his aching hands
cracking from his work; that, nevertheless, he started the morning
fire to warm up the icy house. In the second and third stanzas we
are told that after the fire was burning_strongly, he would call hiS
child. The child would find that the father had also shined his
child's special (good) shoes. As one student, Kolb (1983); has
observed:

Clearly, the father is not a lazy man, nor one who felt_the
world owed hirn_a living. After workingall week; his hands
achingand _cracked from the hard work and cold winter
weather; this man could have chosen to stay in bed on
Sunday mornings. . . . Instead we see this man rise quite
early in the morning, get dressed in the bitter cold, warm
the house with a blazing fire, and polish his child's shoes.
He didn't insist his child should get up with him. His atti,
tude is a caring_and unselfislione; as we see him allowing
his child to sleep while he attends to taking the chill out of
the cold house. We can see how considerate this man is in
that he doesn't wake his child until the house is sufficiently
warmed. We don't hear him complaining or expressing
bitterness ahout his life situation, so he seems to be an
accepting rather than an angry type of individual. He
knows apparently how tolove unconditionally; even when
his child shows no appreciation and speaks indifferently to
him. (p.1)

This is_what we know or caninfirfrom the narrator's words.
The remaining information the speaker provides concerns his

or her own responses or lack of responses to the father. "No one,"
including presumably this child, "ever thanked 'Jim." When called
on those cold Sundays, the child would rewnd slowly, reluctant to
enter the turmoil and anger of1 the house. The childsays he or she
spoke to the father without feeling. This; thertis what the speaker
recalls and tells of those years. Of course; in looking back, the
speaker may not understand all that has occurred since then, or not
be able or wish to recall or revea all the details of that period.

With what_ words, images, details,_ sounds, sentences, rhymes,
and rhythm the speaker1 recounts his or her experience _is as
important as what he or she reveals. Rereading the poem with the
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notion of winter in mind, notice that the opposition of two
categories of words the speaker uses stands out: warm and cold.
The father dresses in the blueblack cold, and the child's words to
him are indifferently frigid. They have neither color nor heat.' Love
isauttere_and lonelywords that evoke coolness. On_ the other hand;
the _father makes banked _fires blaze hotly% The cold;_like _INCHNI;

splinters and breaks under the heat's intensity. Hottest of all are
the chronic angers the child so fears. Anger may arise from cold
motives or reactions, but is inherently hot-blooded. Throughou the
poemi these two temperature extremes contend each uther.

The :very sounds of the:words:are steamy wiPt heat or frosted
over with an icy glaze. The k_sounds:n blueblade, cracked, thanked;
cold; clothes; chronic, and_ calLstir us to cold realization of the
tension in the house. Ice resides in the Is and os of slowly; know,
and even love. But flames issue from the bs of btaze, breaking, and
labors, and the gs and ns of chronic, angers, and the obviously hot
sound of fires.

The selection of hard; mechanical: actions the speake u. has
presentedis reinforced_with monosyllabic verbs: put; cteied, made;
thanked; wake; hear;_call; rise; dress; and_ knout _This series of
single-syllable words conveys a world with sharp edges only and no
rounded corners._ These verbs make up more than ten percent of the
WWII'S 97 words. The sentences reinforce the harshness and
trepidation the narrator experienced in the home environment. A
long (32-word) sentence description of the father's action; leading
the reader to believe more description will folrow; is interrupted
abruptly by the five-word sentence; No one ever _thanked him.
Another brief sentence follows. Then another long (38-word);
sweeping sentence appears. Finally, a sharp question, repeated,
ends the poem. What did I know? What did I know . . . . The
alternation of long :sentences with short but significant
interruptions mirrors the speaker's unstable life, as it is recalled
for us._ _The speaker has no opportunity; _and_gives his listeners
none; once they are involved in the poem; to steady themselves; to
find solid emotional ground.

The rhyme, likewise, is only partial--half-rhyme or internal
rhyme, and no full, end-oNine rhymes. Dress echoes sounds of but
does not rhyme with offices. Breaking and ached have the same
relationship. Only banked and thanked fully rhyme._Two end words
are simply repeated: _him and cold. There is no smootli tranquil
rounding off of the lines; only sharp reminders of the bind in which
parent and child find themselves.
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What kind of person would frame such an account? Who is
spaking? Whet: can: we conclude _about_the speaker from the
details presented and the wordsi soundi and rhythms chosen to
explain them? ThesPeaker's geographical location,_other than in a
cold_climate; does not seem to affect the events. His Oir her
occupation or even sex does not much matter, though the speaker'S
working-class origins are likely. Age may be of importance, to be
discussed shortly, because of the passage of time in the poem. The
speaker's -character has the greatesteiTect._ He or she is clearly the
father% -child: Like the father; thechild is sensitive and observant,
with a g_Joill eye for detail. The speaker vividly remembers exactly
What_thefather did for him or her, and phrases the actions in crisp,
precise language. The sp*aker is also an inherently honest person,
presenting an account that includes :not only the father's vktues
but also the narrator's own shorttomings. Sentimentality does not
take over in this poem; it is countered y specific details of the
narrator's own behavior.

The narrator's most important traits, also akin to the father's,
are_courage and the ability to change and1 grow. After all, the
speaker takes a hard look at a painful experience of long ago and
reevaluates it from a new position. Ekith processes,-the_ look back
and the reevaluationmust be difficult. Bothrequirethe courage
and the *illingness to review and revise perhaps long-held and
comfortable concepts of _oneself The sounds of the poem, the
uneven syntax,_ and the repetition at the endiall suggest that the
speaker isupset Yet, despite some flinching, the speaker summons
up the experiences, probing and reconsidering them, persisting to
the end. The speaker's integrity and bravery are_unquestionable. _

Considering how-much time has elansedsincethe events of the
peem, those winter Sundaysi these characteristics are_ even more
telling. The speaker presumably has not _lived in the poem's
location for years; but has willingly transported himself or herself
emotionally back to the place and time. The painfulness of the
journey is suggested by the off-balance structure of the poem itselE
Through 12 of the poem's 14 lines, _the speaker recalls all _of_the
father's acts. Only in the final two lines does the speaker finally
hone in on and acknowledge the pain of recall Stirring these old
ashes has takenthe speaker over a considerable poetic-journey as
well. The peemshould progress, and has done so,ibut only tb arrive
at the dead end of ineradicable pain. It takes 12 lines of detailed
recall for the speaker to admit the pain. The space of years and the
distance in_miles, rather than :extinguishing the excruciatingly
painful realization, have merely brought it toa head.
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The theme of the_paem_begina to_ emerge here. As time has
pasied, andthespeaker has moved away from childhoGd, he or she,
the sort or daughter of a now deceased or somehow unavailable
father, has come to appreciate the quality of the auttere and tonefy
offices the father carried out for the child. The ipeaker_now
recognizes how the father continuW to do so despite_hislimily's
indifference, and now clearly _compreheir&=thii parent's chief
virtue: the ability to loveL unconditionally. Yet, despite the time,
effort, ancLarigUish involved in the child's realization, it is
nevertheless, in one sense, trx:k late to make any difference. The
speaker may still use the newfound understanding for hit' or her
own benefit, but it is two late to communicate it to the fatheifor a
reason the poem does not provide.aut itis clearly tim_lateAr the
child to communicate hii or her_underatanding, appreciation, and
loVe to the &then The theMe states that people may grow, learn,
and even _snatch for a _moment a vision of what it means to love.
Stillwe are prevented from acting on or sharing what we haVe
learned. It takes timeoften a long timethe poet Streams, to learn
bo love, and sometimes, even after all this time, it it toG late to put
our learning tG r.um With and for others. The_child_hai definitely
learned something aboutlove ftom_thefather andfrom experience,
at the tat, of the past tense in_What did I know? and the knowledge
now of those _austere and lonely offices suggests, but he or she
i6nically, prevented from passing along that knowledgeor love to
the person perhaps most important in the speaker's life=-the father.

To arrive at such a statement of theme, whichikofeoufse,_only
one way among many of seeing the poem, a_workshiet_such_a the
following may serve as a guide both to you and to your students. A
workii*et is only an_ application of the questioning technique
explained earlier. _The _questions for any _poem concern -story,
speaker, form, language, rhyme, rhythm, character, and theme.
They may be considered in any order, and the Worktheet may he
introduced either for homework before beginning the Class discus-
sion or at the beginning of the class itself.

Worksheet for "Those Winter Sun ays"

I. Narrative Base

I. Is there a story or plot in the poern, either statedor unstated?
That is, what, if anything, "happens" in the poem?
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2. Does the speaker suggest a conflict or struggle between two
or more antagonistic forces? If so, try to state the nature of the
struggle.

3. What is the scene or location_ of the poem? Is there a specific
setting? Is it real or imagined? Fantasize about where this might
have taken place or might now take place.

4. Does the title help you to understand the situation of the
poe m?

II. Speaker

1. Does the speaker adhere to a single point of view? Observe
the pronouns and any change in them. Is this a fast-person poem?
Is the speaker alone?

2. Why has the speaker chosen to remember a time and place so
distant?

3. Draw a mental picture of the speaker's physical presence in
your imagination. How do you see him or her? Explain your vision.

III. Form or Structure

_ 1._Is thbtime passage of the poem given? If not, how much time
do you think has passed? Why?

2.1 Are there noticeable divisions in the poem? Where do they
°cone-For exampre;_whydoes the poem have three stanias? Is the
number 14; the number of lines in the poem, important?

3. Why does the poem end with a question?

IV. Language; Rhyme, and Rhythm

I. Make a list of five "warm" words in the poem and five "cold"
words. What gives each group it special quality?

2. What are the predominant sounds in the poem? What do they
suggest abbut the speaker's state of mind?
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V. Character

Suppose that the father was present to answer his child. What
would he say? Write a brief paragraph (50 words) giving his
response.

VI. Theme

L What does the title suggest about the theme of the poem?

2. Is the speaker presenting_amobjective point of view from the
position of remembering years later?

Criteria for Choosing Poems

The preceding dinussien of "Western Wind" and "Those
Winter Sundays" should provide a clear iderrof the kinds ofpoems
that are suitable for use with ESL. students.Toemskund in poetry
anthologies and in volumes hr_individual poets should meet most if
not all of the following conditions, although these conditions are by
no means. exhau3tive. You may incorporate other measures to help
make_ poetry both an appropriate and a delightful experience for
your students.

First, kngth is not a primary critcrion of teachability._ A brief
poem may compress so much material_ in_a short space that it is
quite difficult. However, a_ alass_session, preceded by a brief
preparatou homework_assipment, should be sufficient for
students to master the esschre of most rxems chosen. For longer
poems, students should be able to grasp at least a third of the poem
in no more than a single class sesem. If studenti must spend too
long an interval between when they first enter_the poem and when
they reach far enough into its depths to understand it, they may
feel the rewards are too_few over too longs stretch of time. Limited-
English-proficient students may be reluctant to continue.

Second, the subject matter of tke poem sekcted shouldpresent a
universal and timeless Orem c. Ho one poem, ofcourse, can or needs
to include the experioice of all races, ages, elass_backgrounds,
nationalities, sexual identities, and sexual pre&rences. Yet a poem
can and should mean somethmg_tos great number of people in all
these categories. No ofte can_predict which poem will do xi or can
state exactly how to present a poem so that it win. Yet poeins that
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are immersed in specific locales, times, and situations often very
effectively communicate universal theme&

A poem such as Dudley Randall's (1981) "Ballad of
Birmingham,'" which tells of the death of a child killed in the
bombing of a hie& amchin Mississippi in the 19805, coulditardly
be_of _more regional subject matter. _Yet_Rafidill_brings out the
reader's universal feelings at the needless death of a child. So it
may te a paradox, but certainly not a conflict, that the local and
timely often encompass the universal and timeless. In a truly
universal and timeless poem, each reader, no matter where or
when heor she is living, should to some detree be able to relate to
the poeeven without_ fully compiehending,_liking, or agreeing
with the poet's views. No easy labels identify poems_with uthvirial
themes, but in selecting poetry for class presentation,the teazher
should always proixt the plem to disanrer universality that may
not show up with a quick look at the apparent subject matter,
setting, or other apparatut. Probe the poem to discover conflicts§ in
which_all_people may feel involved and resolutions in which most
may rejoie.

Third, the poem should focus on feelings. _Many poems take on
the very hefty subject of history, of an idea, of a mythological tale.
Such materials often result in very beautiful and significant
poem& But for the nonnative reader of English, a poem thattakes
an emotion as Ai main subjOct may bt both more comfortable and
morepleasuiab1e. LtiAtfor poems_thatbring into play the reader%
capaeity to eMpithizeithd sympathize, to feel the full range of
universal human emotions.

Fourth, prd pfttne that draltenge the stirdents. Charlesworth
(1978) provides some evidence that in the long run students_prefer
and respond more intelligently and sensitively to challenging, even
complex poetry than they do to poems simple enough for them to
grasp quickly and effortlessly._ k review of_James Emmanuel's A
Poetb Mind (Sage, 1983) _raises some of these considerations_ This
point is also reflected in the list of anthologies for study on page 89.
Ferret out the stimulating, difficult poems. Even poetry with
complex syntax, obscure allusions, and unfamiliar words can
b*Comeaccessible.

Although_it may seem desirable to identify a firm level of
poetry appropriate for ESL_students, it is_more _useful, and more
honest, for the individual teacher to try to describe the qualities of
poetry that would best match specific students' levels. An
innovative facilitator can surmount apparent obstacles and even
turn them into a stimulus for student§ to learn more. In the
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preceding dikussiónof two poems, ways to do w have already lieen
deleriFmA, and in the next chaptar on model classroom aCtivities
With poetry; several more will be &Scribed. For nowracell that
even with a complex voem, you need NA_ tieess_the obstacle& The
diffieult-tw-reach riehes of a challengingpoemcan be a catalyst for
students to explore further and discovermore.

The folloWing_theckpoints may help a toacher who is unsure
&out matehing the level of the poems chimn to the student:

1. After reading the poem oncertan you see the outlines of a
situation (Speaker, time, and place) in the pt*m?

UO you notice atleastfive lines anywhere in the poem that
you understand well enough on the literal level to paraphrase?
WOuldthe five lines help you to understand other lines you do not
understand at first?
_1- Would you find it vossible to ta useful questions about the
content of the Rem? For example, does the_poem take place in the
present? Is the poem moVing in a certain clear direction?
You Will probably not resiyond positively to all thetheekPelints, but
if even one or two are utwful to you, the wenei accessibility ratio,
the-extent to which it allowi readers to enter and understand, is
sufficient for you to try the poem withyour students.

Theie checklioints are _not unalterable rules. Apply them
flexibly and freely, and with balance. If the three criteria work well
enough for you ,then the weight of the evidence suggests that the
poem-even a relatively difficult poem-is appropriate for your
students.

Classroom Activities Dining and After
DiscniSiefi of a Poem

No lioetry leisonis conlplete without activities that transform
the lioem &Annan object &discussion intoa living force as alive and
te much it part of our world as water, plants, animals, and people.
The_variety of such activities is surely infinite,So islheir potential
for getting students excited thout poetry_Because there are so
many pssible activities, only slew are described here in detail,
while others will he touched on briefly so that the interested
facilitator or_itudent may look into them individually.

One basic poetry activity calls on students' auralforal interests
and abilities. Reading poems aloud, listening to good recoMings of
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poems, such as those on the - Cädemonlábël, or, if possible,
arranging for readings by the poets themselves, are all_ ways to
enhance the experience of poetry. The student should repeat the
poem after hearing it, imitating eertain sounds in the poem.
Feeling your own lips pronounce the sounds gives you a special
sense of _the_poers_aimposing process. Such repetition of sounds
should accompany an Analysis of selected important sounds in the
reem, as was demonstrated for"Those WinterSundays."

Beyond the oral/aural experience of the poem itself, role plays
are another effective oral exprience. Ask the students, in pairs
perhaps, to perform role plays of the spleaker, elaborating on the
speaker% wordi and extending the waker's feelings to contexts
other_thanthe immOiate contexti of the poem. After an extended
period, students will_get a sense of thespeaker'Sperson that is not
possible through reading alone. A poem, being onlya situation or a
slice of the weaker's life, ean be enriched by a studenVsextending
the situation to other slices. The Russian novelist Turgenev was
said_to have followed the living sources for his characters around
&or monthsand to have compiled long biographies of them simply to
extract afew details_ about them for a paragraph or two in a novel.
In this manner, he sought_ to _attain verisimilitude. Here the
process is reversed, extrapolating from the poet's selection to role-
play a speaker's entire life.

Activities supporting the class's work in roetry may also draw
on students! wtistic skills and interests. To discover how students
visualizes poem,nothing can be more efficient and exciting than to
have them make a roughsketch of how thersee thepoem's setting.
Students' inclusion or exclusion of telling _details, the placement of
objects, and the relative proprtion of details all reveal_how they
imagine the poet's words. With "Those Winter Sundays," for
example, the students1 could roughly sketch the house. For those
v_ho do not orwill_not draw a verbal drawing also tells a great deal
about how they seethe poem_A sketch is a student's reconstruction
of something seen only by the poet; it appearsin_pictorial form for
the first time at the student's hands. It is at once cathartic ler the
student and informative to the facilitator about the student's
insight into the poem.

Putting previously learned linguistic skills to use in activities,
including written activities, is enjoyable for limited-English-
proficient students. An easy and appealing_actiyity has students
fill in missing letters of words in a certain grammaticalor semantic
category. For example, they may be asked to write adjectives from
"Those Winter Sundays" that describe cold and heat or their
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effects. Students then might complete c_ck_d (cracked), br_ki__
(breaking), ac_cl (ached),- -baj.ke (banked), spl_nt_i_g
(splintering) (McConochii, 1982). A cloze exercise is a variation of
the same idea. Studentsare_asked to supply a word that might fit
in the blank and then compare the choices they make with the
poet's actual choices, as follows (McConachie, 19E1):

Western Wind, when blow
The rain down can rain?
Christlif my were in my
And I in my again!

ntence deconibining provides still another opportunity for
Students to _enter into_ the arrangement and rearrangement of a
poem in order to better understand it The process consists of
dividing compound, complex, and rompound-complex sentences
into simple rentences. Studenti can then put them in the order in
which they would occur in nonpoefic usage and observe, as
McConochie (1982) prints out, the differences from the poetic
arrangement. _

Another _activity that can help students understand theform Of
a poem is the strip story (Gibron, 1975). Students are given three-
by-five cards that each contain a iingle_line _of the poem. As a
group, they are then asked to put_the poem back together again. In
so doing, they ran ditrover_the poet's organizational strategy as
well at transition& Fri a description of other such activities, for
example "cultural translation" (Pincas, 1963), See MoConochie's
(1882) excellent explanation and application of these activities to
particular poems and PoYey'S (1979) critique of Pincas'
presentation.

Finally, students should be encouraged to write their own
poetry, as Preston (1982)_and_ Maher (1981) demonstrate. Students
may enjoy writing "fOund" poems, pems based on materials that
ordinarily appear in the environment, Such as graffiti, ad-
vertisements, announcements, and other everyday speech. They
may also enjoy creating concrete Poetry (Brod, 1983), or poetry that
is shaged rather than written and_ often depends on visual
perception to produce itrefrerts. These are especially gord warm-
up eicercises at the start of a poetry class. On a more serious note,
refugees, as_ Kuntz (1986) explains, may find relief for their
feelings by writing poetry bared on their experiences-

Other activities may dratv on atpects of_the activities just
discussed, perhaps noting the logical strUcture of a given poem and
comparing it to other possible lOgical schemes. Through a new
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combination, a new activity is created. For example, noting the
syllogistic form of certain poems and having students state the
compnents of this structure, as with the Countee Cullen poem,
"Incident," s a handy entrance toil poem. The poet describes a
situation, a given; relates an occurrence that altered itand draws
the conclusion. Is it a logical conclusion? By &rmulating a
syllogistic pattern, the students rapidly discover the poem's
emotional 1substratum. A listing of all the contrasts in a given
pftm, _cold and beat1 light and dark, and so forth, also often
dm-fries a _work. Tracing _the pronouns and their shifts within a
poem may point IUP how the speaker's attention_or focus has shifted
or has not shifted. In Blake's "A Poison _Tree," the speaker is
obftssed with killing his neighbor, and uses a first person fOrm no
fewer than 15 times in 16 lines.

Ultimately, however, straightforward discussion of a poem
should _be_ neither_forgotten nor abandoned. Asking students to
bring their ownexperienceinto_play with questions concerning a
poem is a tried, venerable, and still effeative_way _to involve
students in petry. Ask students to express their_ views_of the
speaker's or the poet's feelings. Do they agree with them? The
limiti on the kihds of questions that can in /meet concerning a
poem sre no narrower or wider than the facilitator's imagination
and_ thestudents'_ability antivillingness to suspend ditbelief and
speculate on the possible meanings of a line,_11 stanza, or an entire
poem. There is nothing passé or boiingabiut raising questionsthat
stimulate students to look more sensitively at poetry Good
questions about poetry and goad petry itself are available in all
places and all times. AS Keats writes in "On the Grasshopper and
Cricket" (1959, p. 19):

Thepoetry of earth is never dead:
When all the birds are faint with the hot sun,
Andhidein cooling trees, a voice will run

Fromhedge to hedgesbout the nsw-mown mead;
That is the Grasshopper'she takesthelead

In summer luxury,he has never done
With his delights; for when tired out with fun

He rests at ia beneath some pleasant weed.
The poetry ot earth is ceasing never:

Ons lone winter evening, when the frost
Has wrought a silence,irom thestove there shrills

The Cricket's song, in warmth increasing ever,
And seems to one in drowsiness half lost,
The Grasshopper's among some grassy hills.
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Teaching_.$heitt Stoties in
the ESL Classroom

Short fiction, both spokenand written, permeates life.
Nevertheless, people% imageof short fiction may be difficult to put
into words. Most puKishers of short story honks for ESL students
haVe not felt theisecessity to do so. Those-Who do attempt to define
the termehart &tit" as dims Mullen (1964),_do weliilir_briefly and
with_reUerence not to liniuistic concerns _butto the short story in
literary tradition. But a OAdefinitionis Clearly needed.

For one thing, mod people di not _have as strong a graspor as
gowl a memory of the tradition as specialists may. Current-Garcia
and Patrick (19611 presentmany of the important dneumentsof the
short Storytradition, both by critics and by the Writers themselves,
and a fine_collection of stories from many countriesto discuss and
enjoy. Second, and from the ESLpoint oIiew,itis important if not
to redefine short fiction, at leastto look_at it in the context of ESL
research in related areasepoken narratives, use of time in actual
conversation, andstmilar matters.

Few, if any, ESL _works define short fiction. In studies and
detcriptionsof narration, it is often unclear-Whitheroral or written
narratives are_ being discussed. White (1977), _after stating that
narration Isentially recounts what _has already accurred,
identifies its formal features at; inaluding chronological sequence,
markers to indicate it, andiheuse of the past Won. This definition
is informative precisely_because it is so limited. It reveal§ instantly
its inappropriateness fin a study of the short story in which the
pad iS mw--._butionly oneof the focal pointiv and tenses used.
Clearly,_ many differences exist bet*een narratives, as often
disaussedin linguistic literature, and shoet fictionboth spoken, as
in early oral traditioni, and written.

Abercrombie (1963) &mil a few important distinctions
between written prose and spoken lanvage. He pointt out that in
the early 1960s linguistics was paying considerable attention to
Spoken prose rather than other forms of Spoken language. He
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enumerates several specifte differences between spoken prose and
genuine conversation. He even relates spoken prose, the
naturalistic dialogue of literature, to everyday _conversation and
States that even in fiction no one speaks as people_actually do in
conversation. Abercrombie's points may be disputed, but _he
contributes the idea of comparing what linguists know and_ are
learning _about conversational narratives with the narrative Lase
of short fiction. Fiction, as a rendering of people% dreams, actions,
and words, may indeed have pointeof_contact with conversational
language. Wolfson (1979) and DiPietro (1983) offer ways _to relate
the characteristics of spoken prose as Wolfson, for _example,
describel_them, to similar fictionalized narratives. This kind of
comparison_wilLgo a bmgway toward a description of the essence of
short fiction, onethat-ESL studenteand teachers can use.

A fmus on narratives widens the base for-a-dermition of short
fiction. A working definition appropriate kw ESL _may begin with
the narrative. Until such a definition is developed,_however, an
inductive approach may be necessary. By simply observing arid
enjoying the stories at hand, teachers and students may build an
extended definition of the short story appropriate to their needs.

A Rationale for the Use of Fiction in ESL

Definitions are often elusive. So; too, very often; are rationaleg.
The difficulty of promoting the value of a good _short Story iS
unquestionable. Once egain the inductive method is a useful
preliminary step in explaining why short fiction deserves to be part
of the ESLcurriculum.

A good story _is a_joy__Short fiction helps impart both pleasure
and knowledge to normative students- Neither must bt postponed
or sacrificed. Most stories, whether they deal with serious or comic
mattersi are simply fun to read and discuss. As Potter (1983) aptly
argues, teachersoften overlook the fact that students would simply
like to enjoyreading_fiction. She suggests that such pleasure comes
not only from_reading_works of permanent literary merit but also
from light fiction reading. _The _light fiction, she Says, should
visually resemble books for native_ speakers, have no_=accorn-
panying study materials, and be short and low-priced. Reading
short_ fiction can and should be pure hedonism.

No conflict existS between_enjoying and learning through the
short story. Reading short fiction undoubtedly improves students'
tang-lege skills; in ways that are discussed here. McKay (1982)
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Staten that contemporary literary anthologies are batted on the
assumption_that the study of literature helpa improve students'
language abilities and broaden their linguisticeirPosure. It _can
probably do so more effectively than _the many _ESL texts
containing dialogues and role plays with scanty plot lines. These,
as Widdo*son (1982) has noted,_relate only to acreated C4mtext and
Are dittimulations," notsimulations (p. 207). Such psudoliterary
Witte, as_Widdowson refers to theta, probably do not improve
communication skills more efficiently than literature.

The same deficiency exists in many texti Con&-rned with the
teaching of cultural values. Unabridgell and_unmangled short
stories present full cultural conteirta But because ESL readers
often do not, litextri are needed ivhich do, in fact, present the flow of
normtl Conversation and which, when they form the Mali for a
frelhthancomposition course for ESL students, can alto provide an
introduction to certain aspects of American culture fLezberg &
ffilferty, 1978, p. 50). Literature, because oneof its main goals is to
reveal culture through character_ and story, succeeds more
frequently than many other _eltdifig _genres, such as exposition.
IWcaute much expository_prose in ESL readers has journalistic
origins,. inseeking only to inform, it does not communicate the
more subtle nuances of the scciety about Which it reports McKay
(1980), reviewing Ftommblatt (1978), Accurately distinguishes the
expository from the fictional merle:

Schools have_traditionally given Major einphisia te efferent
reading and have thus tended to use a_Si.itilerapproach to
aesthetic reading. Texts are _used_to_ develop language
skills, both syntacticandlexicál, and comprehen-- sion is
judged through paraphrase or _restatement. . . . Students
May_conclude_ that all texts necessitate the saint reader
stance; And that ultimately the aim of all reading is to
obtain information, to solve problems,_ toiCarry_some, thing
away. This minimizes the value of the _Very personal
expi-erierite an individual reader can have with a_ literary
tekt. (pp. 380=381)

Fiction writers have an obligation_ to_ entertain as well as _to
inform. Their Stories are expeated_ te_ hold the interest of readers
OVet a Certain period of time._ For this reason, they must draw on
and make use _of &large and innovative storehouse of writing
strategies; _ Deft handling of synibnliC litiguage and metaphor;
insight into character, and varied and appropriate style areamong
the strategies that must be used in Short fiction; The display of
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such strategies in the service of narrative for ESL student-
witnesses gives fiction an important place in the ESL curriculum.

no other iinguietic genre can normative students discover so
much writingand _language skilLat work.

Short fiction is also a supreme resource for observing not only
languge but life itself In short fiction, chäiactersact out all the
real and symtvolic acts inople carry out inalaily fives, and do so ina
variety of registers and tones. Witness the following stories and
their_ basic story lines: In William Carlos Williams' (1975) "The
Use of Force," a/lector vitaiti the home of a sick child whose parents
strive _to protect the_ _child from the 1imfamiliar doctor. In
Hemingway's "Ten Indians," _a_Child is born, and the husband
witnessing the painful birth commits suicide. In Ring_Lardner's
(1981) "Haircut," we overhear the gossip of a local baiter shop. In
"Only the 1Yead Know Brooklyn" -(1982), Thomas Wolfe's story, an
outrotown_ subway rider's questions about directions to a native
New York City riderlead the latter to reply that it is impossible for
anyone to know Brooklyneven those_who live there all their lives.
The world of short fiction both mirrors and illuminates human
lives.

In addition to their inherent power, stories elicit students'
natural desires to express their feelings through fiction. This
opportunity is nothing new in literature, dating at least as far back
as ancient Greek theater. _Given that nonnative students'
nonverbal language often indicatesextremsfrustration with their
new language and suppressed anger, the instructor must help the
student ditcover a rOute to catharsis. Fiction is such a route.
Normative students want and need to tell stories. They want to
share experiences and feelings. 1Yoing so gives them an opportunity
to alleviate the loneliness of being human beings, "islands of
consciousness," in Branden's (1980) phrase. It allows them to listen
and be distracted by the tales as well as to tell teachers and _each
other abeut their countries. Students can comfortably_ _express
feelings in English about themselves through the mask of a
character. For someone whose English-language skills are
developing, it is asafe experiment and a healthy outlet.

Some evidenceexiststhiL narratives are among the most
comprehensible of message& If so, they rneet current views that a
comprehensible message reinforces learning languagesby keeping
students'-anxiety levels down and self-esteem high. In addition, as
Wolf (1984) observes, "In narratives, speakers depend on types of
linguistic skill which are barely tapped in single sentences.
Therefore, until we study the language of narrators, we are bound
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tO hai,e Partial;_and poorer, view of children's_ linguiatiCakills" (p.
MR According to Wolf, then, narratives facilitate the nonnative
child's task of learning :a second language; Perhaps children's
ability to recognize coherence, setting, and other narrative
elements as biiilding from sentence to sentence in a narrative iS
aomething that holds _true also for adult audiences, If so, thia asPeat
it yet liiidther reason for including short fittion in the ESL
curriculinn.

_Finally; the inclusion of short fiction_ in the_ESL curriculum
offers three additional benefits. First, bY definition; it is short. As
such, it makes _the students! reading task and the teacher's
coverage eaSier Seéonditisunivèrsal . Students all over the World
have exp-eriencid stories and can relate to them. Third and Moat

ihort _fiction; like all literature, contributes to the
cleVelopment of cognitive analytical abilitiesi bringing the whole
Self to bear on a comprese7ed aceoUntiofa situatiartina single place
and moment. Focuutl arid Meitorablei it is an essential part or the
language and cultUral eic*rience available to ESL students. Pater
(1983) presents additional creative and useful rea.Tons for the Study
of &thrift fOr nonnative speakers.

The Main Aspects of ShOH Fietion in ESL
ArChibild MacLeish (b. 1892), an American _poet and

dramatist; once wrote in a poeni. -called "Ars Poetica" that 7a poem
should not mean but be" (1982) . What he meant; at least on One
level, was that a poem in itaelfahould and does convey meaningriet
by:what it stateS in wordssentences, and ao on, but by:virtile of its
existenee and _overall impression on the reader. ThiS idea also
applieSio short fiction because short Story writers aim to_make as
itrong_an immediate impact, a single impression, as_possible and
involve the reader as rapidly as possible kstory thus has its own
reason for beitiv=to involve the reader. "Powerhouse is playine
writes American aiithor Eudora Welty (1966, p. 523) in the firSt
sentence of the short story_ "Powerhouse," arid readera are
immediately engaged in the activity of the present continuous;
intransitive verb playing. They Want to know the who, _what,
Where, when; and how of playing and why it la:important. The
story, barely begun by the reader, already exists and exerts control. .over the imagination.

How do ESL students react when studying short fiction? Of
course, they may experience; as with poetry, some fear Of the work
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itSelf. They: may feel it is too difficult for them; This; however; _Li
net their §-Ole reaction. Unlike theirresponse to poetry; with fiction
they often_react _more directly and more strongly to the subject
matter; that is, toihe story line itaelf. :The story lint produces in
them a strong reaction_for_oragainst the tele itaelf That is, they
often react against the subject of thestory; the events; rather than
the inessage the author conveys through the story_ They may not
aWitit-the content. This may also occur with poetry; butsince poems
usuallY have a less obvious story line, the particular student
react:on to it isnot as frequent.

_One_additionalfactor among _many is that Students are simply
more familiar with storytelling and listening_than they are- with
poetry. They have_ heard stories,. in _the kIrm ofankdotes, folk and
fairy tales, and other narratives; all their livec_Beatuse theY_are
aleetdir familiar with: the concept of the story line, they feel _more
comfhttable with stories and freer to:react -spontaneously to them,
both positively and negatively. The story, like all literaryforms, is
unique and-requires unique strategies for understanding.

Mthough thestudy_of a story may_begin at any Nitit in it, the
student's level-of familiarity with _the Thrrn is_an imvirtant -fatter in
detertniainjg the hest entry _point after _the initial_ reading._ The
stUdent% first contact with the story, after grasping_ the _plot, is
signiiicanthectuse the students may aleady have a strong; perhaps
negative,_initial_ reaction to:the Stirface. Thus the first aspect of a
short story to_ _be_discussed :must be enough_ of a catalyst that
students who are put off_by the surface will still want tO Continue
Oti toward the story's center;

: Carefully choore: the corridor by which you enter a storY,
aSking yourself whether the character you intend to discuss; the
action YOU Plan to focus on, or the conflict you wish to explore will
stimulate the_ student; stifficiently tO ba willing to leave behind the
comfortable clarity_ofplat for_ the density of interpretation. As a
starting point; students _may create a list of question§ that provide
a depot-bye from the story line;

What- are the communication essentials _of an_effective short
story for ESL students? They are surely not identical to thoseL used
with &story intended for literary study by native English-speaking
graduate students_or teachers of literature. The ESL teacher must
consider whether: thestory's components can and will with proper
explanation facilitate the student-reader's entrance intO and
ekpriente of the narrative:_ Another criterion is that of the
evocation Of student interest in the story. Does a particular
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elementofshort fiction writing act as_a catalyst for the student to
read on in the story and seek out more fiction?

Of cotirse,: the significant elements of the Craft offiction, as of
poetry, differ from:work to work. ObViouslY, not, all elements are
equally prOminent in all works_Still; Stephen Cranes fictionalized
adtaint den autobiographical experience, "The Open Boat" (1897)
in Stallrnan (1955)4 contains the communication essentialt in a
story appropriate for nonnative readers. This tale ten aerve as a
model_of a story that is fully accessible td and brOcidly useful for
such students.

"The Op-en Eratt" is widely perceived as_ appropriate for
nonnative students. In their classification of_some American lit=
traryworki, Harris and_Harris (1967) declared the 3,000= tO 4,000=
weed leVel effeetive for the low-advanced level. They limited their
Criteriatovocabulary; saying they had developed titi adedrate way
to evaluate grammatical and structUral apprOPrititeness- Some
students may indeed firid the style of "The Otien_Boi.t" difficult (to
be discusaed later.), but the clarity of iti other icommunication
esseritials-Sttucture, thenic_ voice,_ language; and character.=
provide a: strong base_ from which students can build an
Understanding_ of Cranes: style. The_ story itself, Moreover,
Concerning the 27-hour ordeal of men:fated -with the relatively
Unfamiliar, a shipwreck and possible death, ia Set in a familiar
context, the re& It emhodies Crane's belief that_ no one can
interpret life withotit first enteriencing_ it, mirroring many
nonnative Students' experieneek_thuct appealing to them.

PlOt should_ be inherently interesting The quantity:of action
May not be as _crucial as its _quality. Quality: dept--nds On the Story's
CaPacity to engage and hold the reader. Plot, in thit Sense, means
not only clef-mite: actions but strUctured progreSaion_ toward a
resolution. In "The ir.)1*0 Beat," this_progrestiden includes the
remarks of the men in the boat as their hopes rise and fall; a
seagull antazing the taptain by landing on his head; the movement
Of teit*eed around the boat; and so on. Within the tOnteict Of the
shipwrecked men's plight at sea, the action:is vigorotia and ket_not
sahusythat it confuses thereader. And, as in Moat Storiesithe plot
emanates from a central conflict or SeeminglY unresolvable
problem. Techniques for demonstrating Ihis basic aspect of the
short story will be discussed later-While plot by itselfoften serves
tO attract readers, it, may bocome confusing or boring, and quickly
cause readers to lose interest. To sustain the pilot's hold Cin the
reader, to ensure that it remains clear to the reader, a§ Well as to
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establish a clear time frame and a vivid, recognizable setting, an
effective structure is essential.

Structure

While the complexity and intensity of a story's events, its
scenario, usually pose no special problems for ESL students, an
unclear structure may cause difficulty. A clear yet dynamic
structure _haa_ _the greatest power either to attract or to relYel
students' attentionat the outset of studying a Story.

The structure ofrrhe Open Boar_ ishuth dynamic and lucid. In
the opening pa.ragraphs, the charactersare introduSed and
presented to the reader in the familiar terms of their_ worldly
occupations and in terms of their present resitions in the boat. This
categorizAtion is reinforced Soon alter at the start of Section III
"They were_a_captain, an oiler, a cook, and a correspondent, and
they were ifsendsfriends in a more_ curiously iron4ound degree
than may be common" (p. 220). After introducing the characters,
Crane photographs them continually from vafsous angles and_at
various time intervals. Theae snapshots serve as the story's first
majorstructural device.

Themen's alternating hopes and fears are the hasis of the
secondstructure. As the land. approaches and recedes, or seems to
do so from their vantage_point, they_are either elated or dejected.
These ups and downs balance the tale. At nnepoint, the seemingly
static saweed informs "the men in the haat that it [the boatl_was
making progress slowly toward the land" (p. 219). The land itself
looms "Slowly and beautifully" (p. 219) out of the ma. Inspired hy
the sight of the lighthouse, the men hope rescuers will soon appear.
But as night comets= "The shore _grew dusky. The man waving a
coat blended gradually into this gloom, and it_ swallowed in the
same manner the omnibus and the group of people" (p_229). At
intervals, the reader's attention is called to the rise and &lief the
men's hopes, a discernible and dramatic pattern that holds the
story together.

Repetition,_parallelism,_ and variation of statements, hoth of
fact and of feeling, act as a thind_formal device. Within the
framework of a seven-part structure, the nature of the _sea_ is
revealed, including the disadvantage that "lies in the fact_that
after successfully surmounting one wave, you discover that there is
another behind it just as important and just as nervously anxious
to do something effective in the way of swamping boats" ( p. 216).
Earlier, the reader was told that "The manner of her scramble over
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these walls of water is a mystic thing" (p. 216). Later, it is reported
that the 1:wat's progress despite itiivicioui splashing by thecrests is
nothing less than a miracle:_ "She seethed like a wee thing
wallowing, miraculously tap _up, at the mercy of five oceans" (p.
220). The following statement seems to be the culmination of all,
but, like_ the waves, it is simply another restatement of the flux
that is Crane's focus:

AS each slaty wall& water approached, it shut all elee frem
the_ view afthe men in the boat, and it was not difficult to
imagine that this particular wave VAS the final outburst of
the ocean, the last effort of the grim water. There was a
terrible grace in the move of the _waves, and they came in
silence, save for the snarling of the Crests. (p. 216)

Amid the flurry and apparent chaos of the Sea and le the men's
thoughts, Crane offers these reports on_the regular motion of the
waves as structural handles_ for readers to grasp as the story
advances. The statements periodically reorient the reader to the
Steady attempt of _the men to make headway against the See in
order to_reach the shore. Readers are reminded that they are
reading and witnessing an account of a jeurney that has signposts
and demarcations, even if they are only the changing motion ofthe
waves.

The alternption of the men'esometimes frenzied and anxious
dialegue with an_epparently _detached narrator is another formal
device that may be observed. The two extremes serve to balance the
central concern: Will the boat and its crew make it to Shore? The
narrator is often noncommital: "Shipwrecks ire apropes of nothing.
If men could only train for them and have them _occur when the
men had reached pink condition, there would be less drowning at
sea" (pp. 221-222) . In Section IV, the men vigorously debate exactly
what they think they see:

"What the devil is that thing?"
"Wliy, it looks like a boat"
"WhY, Certainly, it's a boat"
"No; it's on wheelL"-
"Yes; so it is. Well, that must be the life:UAL They drag them
along shore on a wagon."
"That's the life-beat, sure."
"No, by God, it'Sit's an omnibus."
"I tell yöü it's a life-boat" fp: 227):
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But the narrator, Still removed, remarks: "It is fair to say here that
there was not a hfesaving Station within twenty miles in either
direction; but the men did not knoW thiS fact, and in consequence
they made dark indonProbrious remarks concerning the eyeSight
of the nation's life-savers" lp.i:224L The_consistentopposition of
these two points of view is a structural underpinning guiding the
reader as the four-man crew seeks favorable winds.

Reinforcing and yet superseding theft formal aspects of "The
Open Boat" it the incantatory Tiower infused throughout the story.
Itis_so_familiar_and so immediately compelling to readers that it
seems to be ext_organic part e the story rather than an artifice of
the authon "If I am going_ to be drowned-i-if I am _going to be
drowned," the speaker insists, why was I taken thislar_merely to
have my note dragged away as I was about to nibble the sacred
cheesed life?" (p. 224). It is chanted twice more, once in Section IV
and a fmal time in Seetion VI: "If I am going to be drownedif I am
going to be drownedif I am going to be drownedwhy, in the name
of the seveninad_godewho rule the sea, was I allowed to come thuS
far and contemplate sand and trees?" (p. 232). No definiteanswer is
ever givenonly the comment from a human perspective that the
predicament teems "an abominable injustice indeed" (p. 233). Yet,
the queStion itself raised to a h:gher and higher pitch as the men
prepare to make the inevitable run at the shore, assumes
increasing importance. As the struggle reaches a climax, the
question takes on a dynamic structural value.

Theme

The concept of culture shock offers a lens thröu1i which to
view an individual's uprooting from_ his or her home culture,
traversing tithe and space and entering a new zone. Most
nonnative Stddents ticOetidade a basic disorientation while living
outsidetheir own countriet In "The Open Boat," Crane studies the
symptomt of suck disorientation. The major motifS of the atoryi
including the journey motif, are offshoots Ofhiamteesttnit _

What direction are we taking? What journey are we embarking
on? Where are we going? These are the questions the men of the
story ask thethselves and Nature. The "immovable quality" (p. 238)
of the shore iS both a Solate and a frustration to them, offering
evidence that a destination does_ exist, but defying the _notiOn that
it is reachable. Out of thitfirst theme emerge several other themeS,
all concerned with perceptions of oneself and one's fellows caught
in the same situation.
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The universal rule eof "womn and children r t" iss all
interesting-frame of reference in thit 'Ablation, *here there are_no
women or children, andno bnat to Piit them in anyway even if they
were present Anout whom _it inn on should _one _ bs concerned in
iiith_a situation? The _conflict between the essence of camaraderie
on the one hand and_ sharp, pure concern for self on the nther is
vividly _shaped, It shows itself in _the dishelief the meitietcperience
when they find that they are not seen ht_p-otile on there whom
they min see, and who seem te l24 _going Shout their_ business
normally. Here_the men's joy it in imagining_thatthe man on shore
is really waving at them. TheY wofidir,_hOW nen_ we not _be seen?
HOW_Cial_ we _not be important?_The _conflict extends _to their past
eicpariences also,_a past_ in which the corresmndent had -read a
poem_about a dying soldier. It hadn1 mattered to him back then.
Now he sees it as a "human, iliying thing" and "Wail Snerylor the
soldier of thn Legion who lay dying in Algiereiti 2141_ Concern fOr
self, for survival, compels peoplatii &Milder their_concern both for
themselves and for otheni_lii_Criiiiii'smision, the matter is not only
dontiderad,hut reconsidered and reevaluated,
_ _ _Of conrse,_wondering whether _others are thinking of us is only
ashort distance from wondering whether Nature itself it toncernSd
about its-creatures, one of Crane's Meat ittiOrtant theines
story and in all his work In a touching- momenti_thavoyagers,
neset by waves, cold,dark, and fear,_adinitin an_outhurst, "'Yes,
but I love myself7_710._ 23_31 _GliraPsing_later that other humans
may_ not_notice them _or care; that nature itself mai:lye "flatly
indiffirenr_(p.:_236); they determine_ their course. After a con-
ference_among the four, the Captain decides, "Ifno help it to
we might better trya run through the surf tight aWay. If weatay
out here much longer- we -will ba ton Weak_ tei de anything for
ourselves at an" (p. 236). He statet_the_motive_or condition for
action clearly If nobedynr_nothing, including Nature, cares ahout
us,thensve_had_ better_ take care of ourselves. To Crane, Nature's
uninterest in her creatures seems all the stranger bwcauSe she hat
imbued them with so much concern ("lnve") for-theinselyes.

While Crane suggests no resolution t- thit dilemma,_ he_ does
imply, in another theme,ithet eiperience and the miderstanding
that Conies from it can helppenple comprehend. The experience of
*fettling with the sea_has forced the men to review the case.=-While
they have nothad time or the leisure-to reconsider what their new
understanding means, they know that they must bngin to eee _their
world differently. Although_they cannot spacify e*actly how, a few
random images of changed liehiVior -Come to their minds: "He
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iäidèáüdii that if he were given another opportunity, he would
mend_ his conduct and his words, and be better and brighter_during
an introduction or at a tea" (pp. 236-237). Experienceespecially
the experience ofpossible or likely deathmakes a difference. Such
experience enables people to see the world of the shorethe
familiar worldand the world of the seathe unfamiliar worldin a
different light. _ encourages a different perspective, not
necessarily positive, but decidedlynew_Moreover, it teaches people
not to take their own assumptions too seriously. Loss of connections
to time and place can make the unfamiliar seem familiar, and the
familiareven homeseem utterly unrecognizable.

Velee

If theme engages nonnative students, then rich, contextualized
narrative voices can entice and hold them. To get students to
accuratelY receive, _respond toi and be able to imitate the voices
contextualizedin a _clear setting is_of course, one_Ofthe main gears
of most language_ instruction for_ _nonnative speakers; "The CVen
Boat" has no dearth of strong; contrasting voices serving as highly
graphic models -of voices ,in authentic situations. Beneath the
varied voices, of course, Crane has chosen -a point of view or
speaker. -AS- in a poem, the speaker and the author- are not
necessarily_the sameperum. Crane hes seleetad a point-of view or,

this_instance,shirting_pointSOUview appropriate to the _context
He examines events from_ the mindsof the rowers; from_ those en
shore, and from a semidetached; somewhat unidentifiable
narrator. Each has a distinctive voice of his or her own, and each
reacts to the events using this voice.

Thus. Crane plakes- the reader at once in a real, arsi
threatening,_ situation. From the start,_ readers _experience the
sweep of the waves As___the story _continues, _a_varietvef_voices
maintains their involvement in the events; At _times,_ readers_are
distanced from the men, able only to speculate about their feelings:
"The facesof the men must havel*en grey" (pp. 216-217). At other
times, they are embodied in-their thoughts: "If she has decidtd to
drown me, why did she not do it in the beginning and save:me all
this trouble?" _(pp._224-225). Theniovenient _switches beck from
involvement to distant _ek.....4..rver again_ when a _voice observes: _71t
may km remarked that a man would conclude that it was really the
intention of the -seven- mad rxis to drown him, despite the
abeininable injustice of it" (pp. 232-233). All voices, involved and
&tithed, character and authorial, seem equally
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strong. The result is a tension between contrasting voices of equal
power, tugging readert thiS way and that, each vying for our
allegiance without gaining and holdingit, each an absolutely clear
call in an instantly comprehensible situation.

Language

The language Crane uses is his most p4netrating
commuthcation device in "The Open Boat." His masterful use of
language is not a matter of vncabularl or style butone of figurative
language: idioms, images, soundi, all conducive tocontext analysis
but not dependent on gloising_ for comprehension. Crane's
language can lie _undentook _of _course; more important, it tan
easily be absóibëdL and_ _appreciated. Its richness, rather than
iMpeding the reader's understanding, gives it clarity and impact.
Its richness challenges at the same time as it communicatet.

The dominant language clusterS in the story are animals;
colors; and two of the four eltmenti, fire and water. The contest
bntween the men and the Sea_is reinforced_withlanguage from the
Wild. The boa -t_131ancing,_eeafing, plungingis like an animal: "As
each wave_Cathe, and she rose for it, she seemed like a hors
Making ate fence outrageously high" (p. 216). On the other hand,
the birds that approach the twat are uncomfortable and perceive
the sea as would "a covey of prairie chickens a thousand miles
inland" (p. 218). A Seagull attacki the_captain't head.It isdiffiult
to move about in sucha boak_more difficult_tharL"to steal eggs from
under a hen" (p. 219). _Cart this "wild colt" of a craft actually
manage_againsti_the _"mountain cat" waves? (pp. 223-224). In
language of the animal world, crisp and clear to all, Crane poses
but does not answer this rmal question.

Color is the bsckdrop against Which the men% struggles occur.
None of them knew the Colour of the sky," the story begins (p.

215). The time of day is indielted also brcolor "They knew it was
brnad day_ _Weans& the color_ of_ the sea changed from slate to
emerald_green streaked with amber lights. . . . The prncess of the
breaking day was unknown tv them. They were aware only of thit
effect upon the colour of the waves that rollid to*Eird them"Ap.
217). Color is the only concrete, Solid manifestationnf the morld
about them, from the "White lip of a wavnas it spun up the beach,"
to a tiny house "blocked out_ bleak upon the sky," to the "grey
length" of a "slim lighthouse" (p. 223). Objects don't have but
assume color, and land seems "but a long black shadow on the Sea"
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(p. 221). When it becomes distinct, it becomes "a line of black and a
line of white" (p. 222).

All changes or apparent changes in the men's perceptions are
recorded in terms of color, as if this is the most distinct measure
possible in such a situation, The passage of time, difficult to
perceive in_aboat, is measured by light_"A_night on the sea in an
open boat is a long night As darkness settled rmally, the shine of
the light, lifting from the sea in the south, changed to full gold. On
the northern horizon a new light apveared, a small bluish gleam on
the ado of the waters. These two lights were the furniture of the
world. Otherwise, there was nothing but waves" (p. 230). Light is
not only thestart and culmination of each stage of this journey, but
the only_ "absolute," even as it shifts, in this universe of no
r.bsolutes.

Crane combines the language of color with its natural offshoot,
the language of heat and cold. Sometimes these extremes are tied
to their natural associations; at other times, they are connected
unnaturally to their opposites. The ocean, though known finally by
the men_as ld nearly_swainps the_boat "like white flames" (p.
220), The sunlight "llamed_on_the tips_of_the waves" fp. _2331 A
"high cold star" is the only response the correspondent can discover
to his love for himself There is a watch fire on the beach, but it is
toe far off to emit any heat for the rowers. The heat and cold of the
elementi intertwine as they play across the men's eyes, ears, and
skins.

The language of animaL movement, color perception, and
sensitivity to heat and cold, familiar to all human beings, pervades
the story and serves to remind all, native and nonnative alike, of
the universality of these elements and of everyone's connectedness
to them.

Character

Intimate, visceral understanding of the characters in a story
allows_readers to penetrate the story and respond fully to it.
Complex, growing, chaneng characters involve people and_elicit
their compassion on the one hand or disdain on the other.
Threatened with extinction, Crane's characters in "The Open Boat"
evoke empathy. With the familiar world of the shore visible but
unobtainable to them, they row toward it in the midst of a sea
nearly as familiar to them as land but now unfamiliarly dangerous.
Crane-or a narrator-tugs the reader into their plight at once with
his statement that "Many a man ought to have a bathtub larger
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than the boat which here rade upon the sa" (p. 215). With this
reference to a convenience found in malt homes; Crane_calls on
readers to empathise with the four men traPPed in an_ even tinier
space. Readeiri ask themselves; inciitablY: "How would I feel so
enclose& How wourdIfeel being insight of something:familiar yet
still in :danger of extinction?" So, challenged, readers kwconte
involived:_is this my world?" they ask. "Is it as familiar and as Safe
as it seems?"

Character and plot, of course; overlap. Characteri iirely make
an impact Ori a reader unless the_Plot is _also_striking. If the
situation,: the plight of thecharacters; is_ _durable; readers can
vitualize it long after they_leaveit. "The Open Boat" pulls readers
&fay from tbeir_sali positions and makes them sit with the eacik,
the oiler, the captain; and the correspondent=those antipilgrims-
ü they face heat, mild, sharks, and wave after Welt. Rkidera lose
the sureness of their step and experierum the true iVagility_of the
world, and hoW t fluctuatet. Readels_rethembernot only the sea's
movement, but the fluctuatiiiiii, the thythms; of the men's hopes as
they see theshore and the people on it draw close and then recede.
Thiaflux;_reinforced by structure; rich narrative vOitesi and luSh
Varied images; is memorable.

The essential aspects of-a story are certainly hot Iiititedlothe
five discussed here. Any full dittussion Of a tale should also take
into account factors such as the_ pace or speed_ of_ the narrative, its
tone; Significant symbols, and style, just to name a few.
Fiiithermore,_in a particular story; any of these factors may be
more _important than the five discussed here. Each Ste* iS a
separate case; requiring a unique judgment of the fact-Ots that will
contribute most to understanding.

Criteria for Selecting Stories

When selecting stories: to present to ESL students; the
demerits of Conflict, plot, andatyli_should be considered carefully.
The plot or conflict should be looked at in the light of its (a)
CoMprehensibility _and (b) the cultural attitudes of the :target
audience. If the plot contains too many circumlactitionS, this fact,
combined with other difficulties : the ESL Student_ may be
experiencing, could drive the_ student aWay. The__ plot; simply
stated, should be hoth _interesting and mato° difficult to follow
When it iS no_ti efforts should be made to help students deal with it.
Further, the Plot should not be so foreign or unfamiliar culturally::
or so offensiveto students that they are repelled by it. While the
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broadest possible choice of subject matter should be made for short
fictior,_ iLls unfbrtunate to allaw some subject to come between a
student and the rich genre ofshortfiction.

Similarly, the literary style a student first encounters may
have lasting harmful effects. If a student must confront several
pages of a style that he or she has difficulty !recessing, the
experience of short story reading in general may simply seem too
aruous to overcome.

Again, the question _of what constitutes difficult prosedic style
is complex. The style of "The Open_ Bat," _Made np of mostly
Subject-Verb-Object sentences, is not inherently difficult The
following passap is one of the more complex:

The sun swung steadily up the sky; and they knew_it _was
broad day bemuse the color of the sea changed from slate to
emerald-green streaked with amber lights, and the foam
was like tumbling snow. The process of the breaking day was
unknown to them. They were aware only Of this effect upon
the color of the waves that rolled towatd them. (P. 217)

The level of detail and the complex syntax may discourage readers.
Rowever;_it is essential to recognize that such a style impedes
readers only if the teacher allows it to do so. For example, the
preceding passage need_ not end should_ not be_tackled when the
class first begins studying the story. It can wait, without limiting
comprehensior, until a later stage of study. It may not even be
necessary to this passage at all. The story can be grasped
without it. _cOnd, the passage maybe made more comprehensible
by_drawingattention to the parallel sentences. Another technique
is to_havagroups_of student's work together on selected sentences
and then explain them to the entire class. The_questionofihe_need
for full comprehension of a text is fully discussed in the section on
selecting literary materials. It should be noted here that the
facilitatOr should carefully consider an author's style before
assigning his orher work to students.

"The Open Boat" can help prepare students for difficulties with
styla; Topping (1968) insists that_ "Our students are much more
likely to want to read of the Pueblo [the ship involved in a 1965
attatk leading to the war in Vietnam) rather than "The Open
&oat . . ." or that "this is the America all studentsneed to know" (p.
1001._ However, no literature dictates such a choice. A story is
communicative by virtue of being a paradigm of life, and even
when life seems remote from the story, the story encourages
students to enter its realm.
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Having briefly: considered these two important criteria :for
selecting stories, it is now appropriate te look at some less tethhical
considerations of the selection process.

Stories penetrate students' consciousness and lives to the
extent that they correlate usefully and appealingly with those
lives: An effective story has communkative power. This phrase
suggests that the story presents a situation replete with words, real
or symbolic gestures.: nuances, and acts that students : can
recognize, use, or envision using in daily life. Obviouslyi students
will not need to learn how to row a boat_ off the Florida roast but
they will experience bad weather, shifts in plans, and both hope
and despair. They will have to know how to think about the future,
even how to question the present. They will need to consider their
own or another porson's approaching death.

A well-crafted story such as "The Open lEroat" will also draw
readers and communicate with them through iti inherent qualities
and ita potential to evoke asscciations_ In Addition, suck a_story
often_containsthe potential to prompt many reader activities that
reinforce grammatical and syntactic skills; "The Open Boat" is
especially rich in such benefits.

The structure of the story, while clear and stimulating, is by no
means the only structure possible. People from other cultures may
view the dynamic differently and may enjoy envisioning a different
order. Atkii* thermic, rearrangethe events_of the_plot will_ elicit
some of these _cultural differences. They may especially wish to
vary_the ending: They may not find it plausible or natural that only
one personisurvives, for example. Their outlines of the structure,
presented to the whole class, can serve as an impetus for dis-
cussion. The powerful auditory aspect of the tale can stimulate
stUdente to record on casiette tape or in their _writing siinilar
spoken voicesthey_hear outside the classroom Moreover, they can
draw_onerane's pictorial power by sketching scenes from the story,
conveying clearly the visual effectthey received. They can also role
play parts of the story, taking on the personalities of one or another
character. Each student may be asked 1t,0 pick a difficult word,
sentence, image, character, or scene and become an expert on it,
explaining it and its role in the story _toile grnup,_ using it ase:i
entry point to thestory._The same caw be done with the author's
biography. Each student may bring in one piece of information
about the author's life, and the class may piece together a brief,
composite biography. Discussion and debate emerging from these
exercises will enable the students to look carefully at questions of
justice, individual human capacity, and other such matters.
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Stephen Crane's "The Opsn goat" points the way: for short
story instructors in an ESL context. Teachers and students need
not fear the _apparently _complex._TeaChers should_ simply choose
their favorite staHes and_begin to teach them; Discover; as with
poetry; which aspects {characters, vocabulary, etc.) you can most
easily ask questions about. Divide and conquer: ask one group of
students to discuss one character and another group to handle a
different character. Then bring their observations in contact with
each other. do not attempt tto swallow any whole story _or even
severaLaspee_tsof a story in librief sessioni_ especially_at first; This
approachespecially with stories like-"The Open Boat," but even
with those that may require rereading, allows readers to become
"interpreters" of language, culture, and even life. By teaching
stories whole, substituting knowledge, confidence, and teaching
skill for cutting, abridging, rewritinl, or _overglossing the story,
teachers help nonnative speakers find their way in a strange
environment and consider their places vis-a-vis the culture's
mainstream;

Model Worksheet for "The Open Boat"

I. Background

A Man Said to the Universe
A man said to the universe:
Sir, I exitt!"

"Howeverlied_the universe,
"The fict has notaeated in me
A sense of obligation."

(Crane, 1981, p. 1241)

1. Read the_preceding poem_ Identify the attitude Crane is
expressing. Which character, if any, in "The Oren Boat" expresses
a similar view?

2. Crane exwrienced and wrote a news story shout the events
of the story. He even spoke to the ship'. ,mptain after writinis the
story to verify the authenticity of the d ails. I: _. a this influence
your view of the stoky? Why or why not?

H. Plot and Structure

1. Is_thereanYthing not_ included in the story that you would
have liked to know about the_events? lilt wcre wnuld the
story be a better story? Discuss.
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2. Do you like and agree with the story's conclusion? Why or
why not?

III; Pace; Length; Style

1. Is the story too long? If so, what should be omitted?

2. Di:, the words of the story give you a clear pictureof the men's
plight? Consider theitalicized words in the, following sentences and
replace them with words you might have used.

a. The craft pranced and reared and plunged like an animal.

b. Many a man ought to have a tkithtub larger than the boat
which here rose upon the sea.

c. The coldness of the water was sad; it was tragic.

d. She_ (Nature) did not seem cruel to him, then nor
beneficient; nor treacherous, nor wise. But she was
indifferent, flatly indifferent.

IV. Character

1. Which character do you most sympathize with? Least? Why?

2. Retell part of the tale from another (a person on shore, a
helikopter pilot, the water, or the boat) point of view. How does it
change?

V. Theme and Tone

1. Is the story tragk? You may first compare it with similar
narratives: Lawrence Sergentliall's(1915- ) "The Ledge," William

(18364911) "The_ Yarn of the Nancy Bell," or Jack
London's (1876-1916) "To Build a Fire."

2, How would the people in your country be likely to react on
hearing this tale?

VI. Visual View

Sketch the final scene. What would compose the foreground?
Background? Explain.
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Principles for Teaching Fiétion in the
ESL &Wing

FirsLuse the inherent power and natri-r at flow of the_story itself
as n guide to _teaching itDetermine whichaspecta of the story will
provide the most enjoyment and yield the greatest learning. A
story like "The Omn Boat" responds best to an examination of
language or of structure. Other stories may benefit from a
metaphorical apparoach. Vary your choice of aspecti oi the story_to
emphatize according to-the nature of the story itself. Someaspects
may have more weight in oneetory think another-kfust reading
of thestory 1111 _reveal a character, a place, or a particular use of
language thatstands out Follow up on this aspct.

Second, bleu.* and draw in stucknts'past experiences through
Wing and liskning. &cause the story is universal, students from
all cultures have surely had some experience with it Ask students
to tell abaut their experiences with stories, 6oth to_maice_ them
more comfoffable with_themand togive youa better sense of what
they know and do not know about them. You can then incorporate
the essential elements that students are already able to detcribe,
especially at the beginning of the semester. Their early un-
derstanding will provide an excellent foundation for an under-
standing of narrative and Will he a useful frame of reference
throughout the term.

Third, encouragestudents to seek and observe interconnections
between aspects of the story. Both teachers and students tend to
hone in on an area of the stou with which they feel familiar, at the
expenim of other astuects. In general, encourage students to explore
the whole story and infer intelligently from one aspect to another
rather than trying to draw conclusions from isolated aspect& This
approach is especially important 1n_ a student's first reacTmg of a
story. Renderson_(1983) rightly warns that "compartmentalizing
story units . . . should be avoided" and recommends a holistic
approach to pursue the geal of "total story appreciation" (p. 14).

Fourth, provick preparatory trachground (*fore approaching
difficult uocabutary and allusion. ESL teachers are generally
agreed that students need some help_ xi& _vocabulary and
unfamiliar allusion& Butthe degree oftelp necessaryis sometimes
a matter of debate, es well as the beat way to provide it-through
developing vocabulary attack skills or by glossing. In the
prepiiration of literary materials for ESL students, glossing is a
frequent solution. Povey (1979) suggests ways for teachers to
determine whether they are glossing appropriately (the words
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students really do not knoW) and sufficiently (ail the wordi the
students need to knoW).

The _amount ofinitural background information necessary is
more_diffiaillt_toapeaffy. Macckwardt (1978) raises the question of
"whether the acquisition of a considerable degree of competence in
the language should imply the acquisition of a second culture as
well" (p. 47). While he doe* not answer the question directLy,
mentions that among the bilingual /ieople he bas_known,_"1 _doubt
that anmeof them could rialistiCally be_deseeibedAS bicultural"
(p. 47). While mest would agree _that some cultural preparation is
necessary befere _students take on a complicated story by
themselves, a problem remain& Povey (1979) explainS that a
student "who can readily recognize unfamiliar Words is far less
likely to know what will prove to be a cultural difficulty since slhe
is SO often unable to redignike ite individuality*Ap.A73).14oreover
it is difficult to detect which_eultural_ elements_ students are not
truping_accuratery._Wne solution, while not a perfect one, is the
rhiddleground:_provide necessary cultural lackground in advance,
and clear up additional cultural questions as they arise. As the
ability to do so may not Come naturally, teacher training programs
must show teachers how to fill in studente cultural gaps_

Fifth, gui* the I:tut:kali concerning_how and When to read a
story. After tackling_ the pfoblem_ of_gaps in nonnative readers'
vocabulary and culturalknowledge, teachers may consider timing
a minor_matter Yet it is of great importance. While most poems
are short enough to read aloud in class, short fiction usually is not.
Still, selected portions of a tale- can be usefully read aloud to
provide an introduction to the Story and to help students get a
grasp of it. Povey (1979) Suggests that students do_ two readings of
the story on their own,_first for a general understanding and then
to_ grapple with_the_interpretation and_ understanding of larger
Meanings. Other possibilities include rea4!ng aloud with
accompanying pictures (Reeft, 1979) or reacurag the bulk of a
longer work, such as a novel, in translation as well as major parts
in the original (hlarekwardt,1978). _

Sixth, be Sure that eoe6Pone haiya clear understanding of tke
dory line ahd _of the haitiereitionskips among tke ekarcreftrs.
Frequently, a teacher is surprised midway or even further into a
lesson on_ a short story to find that one or more studenti do not
know that a character is a relative of another character or _that_ a
particular event has taken place. Nonnative readers of short fiction
may overlook or not comprehend the meaning of a remark that
refers to an essentiel relationship or plot segment. Therefore,
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instructOrs must ensure- through questioning, or asking student§ to
paraphrase portions qf thistory, thatavery student MS a_ clear-and
full onderstancling of the story_ tine_ and_ the_ interrelation-Ships
among charatters. This basic step should be completed early in the
discussion of a story.

Severithefine_literary terms as necessary-to facilitate stadent
discussion. These can ba found in easily available dictionaries of
literary term& Tranilate the terms into language nonnative
readers_ _ can __iifiderstand;_ and__fiirniliarize_ students _with these
essential terms_ as nmessary, providing_ examples_ in_ stoiles theY
are reading; The term poira of view; for example; Is simply an
efficient way of quickly identifying the narrative angle of a story.
Students will probably-not need to know all literary nomenclature,
but the knowladge of a few -Uteftil terms can simplify discussion.

Eikkhi_tkmonstrate thE poetkaiik Of short /Wien.- -Although
the _essential elementin shortfictionis a dynamic story line,_ much
short fiction is_ not _without_ its poetical side._ Many_ _a_ short fiction
writer's stylethink of Eudora Welty; Ralph Ellison; and Frank
O'Connoris notable for its ivostry. -And, of course, writers who are
not especially nottd for their poetic abilities -sometimes need- to
create a-poetic passage for a fittional purpose. The poetry of fiction
is _hest discavered by reading passages aloud. In thit way stories'
muskwill reveal itself.

Ninih, enjoy reading and discussing _short fietion--_While
learning -is important in teaching fiction to ESL students;
enjoyment is the goal These two aims are not distinct: when a
student learns a great deal shout a Mary, he or she has
undoubtedlY enjoySd the process

In addition_to these_ gaidelinek_many other_ principles for
teaching literature in an ESL context _may_ he_ followed Povey
(1984) provides excellent guidelines; covering preclass_preparation;
in-class work, first appraisal of a --story, and cross-cultural
discussion. Povey (1979) suggests : that the -most convenient
approach -to a story is through its characters. Indeed, character
provides diked access _t.o_a story. Ile_also illustrates a-metbad for
drawing students_ into_ -a story_ _through_ _questionsi_ _ doing great
justice to the subtlety that effective questioning _requires. "One's
speculations,"- he writes, "must be translated into questions one
can-also ask the -students.- Far some classes these queries may go
taa far, WO fait. When one fails tO elicit responses immediately,ane
should go back into the more conifortable area of factual questions
with which one began" (pp. n6-177).
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Of course, principles are no substitute for observing actual
classroom sessions. Povey (1979) presents an account of a
treatment of a Willa Cather tale similar to the discussion here of
"The Open Boat!" Itioinclassrooms that teacherscan more easily
observe thepleasure students experience when they discuss a story
they have read. Such pleasure is similar to_ the pleasure first
experienced reading the story, a "sensual and Intellectual
pleasure," writes Charters (1983) "that results when you begin to
understand its individual magic" (p. 17).

Classroom Activities Following
Discussion of a Short Story

I Short_ stories have an_ automatic impact on their readers.
Instructors may extend this impact through activities growing out
of _the_ stories. Lively activities serve to reinforce students'
understanding of the story, to help them remember it, and to show
them that it can lead to still more knowledge and greater
enjoyment

Activities :connected with short fiction usually aim toward
-definite learning objectives for the students. These objectives
inclUde reinfbrcing or reviewing grammatical points; developing
vocabulary; improving students' organizational skills; increasing
students' knowledge :of the target culture; interpreting the lit-
erature in the conventional sense; and simply helping the students
enjoy the story. Activities sometimes focus first_on eliminating
language problems, often acute in_ nonnative readers; and then on
aspects that:are not specifically_ of interest to nonnative readers
and are taught in many native reader literature courses.

One kind of activity using short fiction that is equally
applicable to both native and nonnative readers is so basic_that
many overlook it. Before presenting a short story, prepare_for it
with another very: short work by_ the same author. Or use
quotations from an interview, if available, with the author. In the
case of Stephen Crane's "Tho _Open Boat," the facilitator may
introduce the auther andthe story with one of Crane's briefpoems
such as "A Man Said to the _Universe." The brief introduction and
discussion of a:short, usually more readily comprehensible, work
by the same author may relax the students and, by providing some
background in a miniature context, ease their task of under-
standing the longer, more complex target work: The shorter work
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need not be completely discussed; its sole function is to introduce
the author's style and _the Ines.

Many activities centering on short fiction are designed to
review and improve selected areas of students' grammatical
capacities. The emphasis is and should be on the students' ability to
correct and improve any remaining grammatical weaknesses on
their own with little guidance. By the time studentsireich high
intermediate or advanced ESL courses, they have usually mustered
rnany_ of the essentiaLstructures and functions. Often lagging
behind are matters such as formulating more sor-ilisticated and
more structurally complex questions; control of telses and time
s4uence; the ability to combine sentences emphatically and
fluently; and other areas. These, and, of cuurse, the gosl vc
grammatical' flexibility--the ability to rnar1eustr larvage
elementswith ease and verve--should be the of lone
in conjunction with fiction.

Beyond the models that short fiction autornai iyprevides,
what activities can achieve these ,objectives? M!C, .:(c-hie (1915)
illustrates a way in which students can improve i.:;e:r rontrol of
syntax through fiction. First they divide sentences into shorter
sentences. Then, without consulting' the origirip,1 sentenceu, they
recombine the sma, r sentences and compare the result with the
originaL _Waklinger U 9801_suggests _anather _rewarding exercise:
have students rewrite parts of _a story in _another tense._He also
suggests using wken and synchronizing past tenses to point up
cause-and-effect relationships. Many variations on this technique
are possible. Rewriting sentences diat have na subject or verb into
complete sentences, as suggested by McConochie (1975), will help
students gain full control over formulating questions and other
sentence types. Thequestionsiibe natural contextual questions
at that. Oiler (1983) recommends storytelling; still a viable
attivity.

Any activity should remain fairly close to the original story.
Each activity asks die students to accomplish a task that is not
mereiy a mechanical exercise. If done properly, each activity
simultaneously enables the student to improve his or her grammar
and learn_sornething more about_the story_itself. The_value _don
activity can certainly be judged by the degree to which it fosters
such growth.

Fiction rarely uses bland language. It depends on a rich
mixture and varied levels of word usage. Thus it affords students
an opportunity to increase their vocabulary and their sensitivity to
and appreciation of words. Although Anglo-Saxon writers called
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their vocabulary their word-hoaid, short fiction writers do not
hoard their words at all. The rich array of idioms' and sensory
evocations found in short fiqion is a sweet. pleasant blend students
can savor. Consider the sezond paragraph of Welty's (1966) story;
"Powerhouse":

lie's here on tour from the ,-ity--"Powerhouse and His
Keyboard"7-"Powerhouse and His l'asmanians"--think of
the things he calls himselitThere's no one in the world like
him_ You_ _can't _tell what he is. "Nigger man"?7-he looks
more Asiatic; monkey, Jewish, Babylonian, Peruvian.
fanatic; devil. He has pale gray eyes when they're open. He
has African feet of the greatest size, stomping, both
together, on each side of the pedals. He's not coalblack--
beverage coloredlooks like a preactiar_when his mouth is
shut; but thenit opensvastand_obscene. And his mouth is
going every minute: like a monkey's when it looks for
something. Improvising, coming on a light and childish
melodysmoochhe loves it with his mouth. (p. 523)

Equally_metaphorical passages can be found in many other short
stories._from Joyce's 'Araby" to Katherine Anne Porter's "Maria
Concepción."

What should the teacher do with this resourcevocabulary?
Much more can be done besides explaming the words; although this
will sometimes be necessary. Recognizing and being ahle_to point
out denotation and positive and negative connotations are
important_ skills._ as Mullen i1.984) vividly demonstrates with
phrases from Angelica Gibbs' short AlTry, "The Test." Students are
askedi to label words as denotative or positively or negatively
connotative. More 'inowledge of and facility with synonyms1 and
antonyms, McConochie (1975) suggests, can develop from working
with the language of a short story. Black English and its unique
use of language is the subjectof Schlepper's (1979) _work on a story
by litidley_ Randall_ _Translation exercises from black English to
standard English; also included in Mullen (1984), while a well-
intentioned suggestion, may leave the nonnative reader with a
pejorative view of the former because it suggests that black
English needs to be translated to standard English in order to he
understood. For:a vigorous and healthieractivity. ask the student-
readers to retell a story; in pairs or individually; several times,
gradually increasing the complexity of the language (Bradford.
1968). Here word recognition and vocabulary development merge.
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Indeed; all these activities k nonnative readers of short stories to
get involved withstoriesancidelve into thestories' words.

At the high intermediate level and especially at the advanced
level, the teacher seeks to firm up the nonnative student's ability to
organize his or her thoughts in English. Here the teacher
encourages the student to achieve complete control over central
and supporting ideas, as well as various supporting details, of a
story. If the ordering and linking of parcels of thoughtis, like most
language and tbirli-jr,g tasks; culturally relative; _then the options
available in E.:0;sti will still not be fully familiar to most students.
They will ne,e ')sure to structural options. Once again, short
fiction can

Short : writers, like all writers, stake out their time and
space, carefully placing events in bath. They distribute:actions and
incidents across both frames in various unique ways. These typical
working practices of_short story writerseasily_lend themselves to
various activities_ focusing on ry organization. During the
presentation and discussion of +he Aory, the instructor should lead
students to observe the varioz, str:: res used to contain the
elements of tales. Observing such metais. e stuck: ts will be Able
tO transfer these and other:patterns appropriax way to their
own writings. Moreover,: classactivities go beyond mere osmosis;
trarsfer, and imitation. _Student't_ can and should be asked to take
part in and ws.complish pertinent activities.

One useful activity is to compile a chart of opposite or opposing
elements in a tory, concret ,zing the conflicts and struggles that
are the essence of a goed story. Students can modify the ending of
the tale or even inve.nt a new one, rscussing the effects alternate
endings woul I, have on the s.ory as a whole and on the reader. They
can _retell the story; as DiPietro (198i) suggests; tuning in to
various options the author may have used at strategic points. They
can and should distinguish between primary and secondary events
in the plot. They could even draw a map of the geographical
movement of the story (White, 1977). Carrying this :task a step
further, students may make a full drawing of the motion--another
word for order=of the story. The benelits of_sucil organizational
activAies and the many other possibilities scholars have suggested
and teachers can create include; at the very 1; ast: (a) a clearer
understanding of the story in question: (b) an improved ability to
decipher patterns in all the re ding they do: and (c) an enhanced
appreciation of the short story's riches.

The authors and narrators of stories arrange themselves into
an infinitely long caravan of voices--some ironic; some sensitive;
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still others seductive, and so on. What better way for the high
intermediate and advanced ESL student to discover hisar_her_own
voice in English than bY listening to _these many varieties? Such
authentic voices far surpass the_usual dialogues; which, as Hilferty
and lezberg (1979) have said, "are frequently contextualized
minimally or not at all proportionate to their relative importance
to the total syllabus" (p. 49). Others, such as Widdowson (1982),
have made the same point. The human voice in short fiction is, on
the contrary, always contextualized.

What is "voice" in fiction? HoeperandPickering (1982) explain
what the writer does to evoke his or her authorial voice or invent a
character's voice:

From early childhood on we learn toidentify and respond to
these elements af speech (accent; inflection; and duration)
in a_ speaker's voice. For example, a mother can tell her
child to "Come here!" in a manner that is angry, threat-
ening, concerned, amused, sympathetic, or affectionate
simply by altering her tone of voice. In each case; the
inother'g meaning is the sameshe wants her chilcLtacome
However, the relationship sheereates withher auditor (the
childl wi!I differ dramatically according to her tone. The
particular qualhies of a speaking voice are unavailable to a
writer in ;1.4. ating tone, but to a certain exoni rhythm and
punctuation ce.n substitute for a speaker's accent and
inflection, whiie ward crder and:word choice can influence
tone as eL..6ily in pre as in speech (p. 64)

While such voices do not belong to authenuc il,AiLan speakers, they
represent the most authentic collection of voices available apart
from actual human speech. Often they haveeven more variety and
more vitality than actualspeech. Stnients certainly cannot hope to
v 't enough _cities; towns, and suburbs or meet enough people to
hear a complete cross-section of voices speaking English. Howevcr,
fict. a lifers _a modest substitute for such opportunities and pro-
vides models from which students can develop a voice in English.

How does the student gain access to this array of voices?_Of
course, the student interested in tuning in_ta fictional voices can
simply1 read, aloud preferably,sections of short stories and hear, for
example,the situation of a doctor in William Carlos Williams' "The
Use of Force" or of an arguing huband and wife in Katherine Anne
Porter's "Rope." Henderson (1983) suggests that the ironic voice
may be taught in a direct fashion by havin!7 students underline the
words and phrases they hear as irony and discuss the properties of
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these words that make them ironic. Asking the student to teii the
story fram another pointof view will help_ reveal the essence of The
irony through different perspectives. Assigning students to collect
examples on cassette of distinct voices they hear in supermarkets,
on television, and on radio--voices that approach the voices they
have heard in the stories, can sharpen their awareness of voice.
Drawing a face :associated with a fictional voice can encourage
students to notice tone more fully The most interesting and
significant may in whkh_short fiction_can be made accessible to
second language learners may be the activities that ingenious
students and teachers devise themselves.

As students read, karn about, and enjoy short stories, literary
interpretation of the stOry begins, often unintentionally. If it does
not occur consciously, it may get under way1 as the result of a
question or remark about the tale. Literary interpretation_may
take_ place _under_ various guises, such_ as thematic discussion;
literary understanding; and so on: In all of these, the students
study the story not to improve_ their grammar or to de.,elop a
distinctive voice in English, or for any other functional purpose,
but to interpret it as literature.

What kind of activities will such study involve? This question
may concern a single aspect of the story or the entirestory. Costa
(1988)setects an appropriate_eo-m of a short story for study. Topics
include conflict; irony, endings, point of view, and others.
McConochie (1975) applies this typical approach through
comprehension and discussion qtr -.ions. Mullen (1984) leads the
reader to understand each component of the story and then exhorts
him or her to probe for deeper meaning. Thus the activities of
literary interpretation; far from being_ esoteric; _are_ simply
questions about_the story's significance and directions to students
to search for such meanings. When the questions are well thought
out and both imag costively and pleasantly put forth, the technique
is effective. But requests to search for aspects that the instructor
considers profound and that are not tied to the students' experience
of the story ci.z.inot hold their attention.

What literary interpretation _can and should be if it is
undertaken in the ESL context is a system a questions and
directions that stimulate discussion, both about the literature and
about the culture in which it is set. Povey (1984) says his anthology
"provides a unique method of challenging their linguistic
handicaps through productive and original classroom activities,
both oral and written. It introduces topics appropriate to their
sophistication and learning--presenting American beliefs and
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_behavior through literatcre to stimulate and sustain vigorous
intercultural discussion" (p. v). He includes (a) esiential and well-
structured background material for each Story; (b) the storieswith
minimal glosees; and (c) end material, including basic comprehen-
sion questioni, questions to ponderioficerning the cinuscters end
plot, queitions to lead students to consider the major issues of the
Stories, and ideas for discussion. As Leki (1984) has rightly
observed, "Although Povey does not intreduce the traditional
apparatus for literary analysis (for example, characterization, plot,
theme, the elements of fiction) hit; detailed _and theughtful sum-
maries and culture notes are perhaps moreimmediately useful as
intreduction to the stories" (pp-732,33)._Activities at this level are
neither bald luestionsabout meaningnor exhortations to students
to leokforeomething deep. Instead, activities are the best, the mott
interesting and most catalytic questions studentS can be aSked to
consider and discuss. The net effect of these questiona iii_that they
get students thinking ahout and questioning the assumptions of
the culture in Which they are_ currently_living, the culture from
which they came, and their identities iii both.

Of course evenadvanced students may find it difficult at times,
even mith_such questions a guides, to muster enough language
resources or to integrate them sufficiently to ask quektions about
the society in which they reside and whose language they are
learning If ec, simpler activities can usually aid_the student to
become immersed in, understand, __and question cultural
assumptions in the target language; to cross, in Marshall's (1979)
Wordi, "those bahiers of time and culture across which all
literature functions" (p. 332). Role playing particular culture=baSed
points of view, for example, is a time-honored, udieful activity. It
helps the students to recognize medels of individuals within_the
target culture. Again, ,nedifying the ending_ofa story in terms of
the student's native culture can_sharpen his or her perception of
cultural differences, as _can changing words to refkct cultural
differences. Debate is a useful follow-up to a story that opens one or
another cultural value or assumption to new scrutiny. While these
and other similar activities are not unique to literature-based
classes, they take on a special richness in this context

Fiction lends itself to a special brand _of _ESL. activity. The
activity it etimulates ie not perceived as a series of tasks, but
received with an_excitement and a joy derived from the thought
and feeling that readers are moved to bring to that life. In contraSt,
some texts blandly apply a rigid formula and format for expesing
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the ESL reader to fiction. It can be hoped that this unoriginal
approach_has little future.

The_ movement _back to_ the_ 'story itself should _be_encouraged,
drawing on the magic of storytelling, listening, and_responding or
reacting to the tale. This old tradition, applied to the ESL context,
needs few if any devices or activities. Activity arises from the
story's inherent power to engender discussion and debate to get
students involved. Such involvement is guaranteed when reader/
listeners _are _caught by a _good story's revelation of the self or a
personain_a_culture. Common sense says_thatunderstanding and
then expressing feelings are among the most interesting and
healthiest processes available to human beings. Indeed, this is
what it means to kicome an interpreter of literature.
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theTeaching of ESL

Marckwardt (1978) states- some general principles about how
literature can best be USed in ESL tontekts.: Because of the flexible
nature of literatureiithe eole of literattire in the ESL curriculum
varies according to the Specific_sitilation and the aims of teaching
English. This is_the naturaLstartMg point for determining the best
Use of_literatiire intim_ curriculum. Many diverse suggestions are
naturally _to be expected. The most frequently stated purposes
include (a) appreciation :and enjoyment Of literature; (b) the
refinement of language skills; (c) the stimulation of more advanced
learning; (d) a foe adVtineed discussion; and (e) personal
growth.

The p6marYPtirpose _of literature in ESLthat of appreciation
and moymentdoes not cordlict with the goal of learning (Povey,
1967). Indeed; the promise of enjoyment is a key to making
learning desirable. Literature can also, according to O'Brien and
Young (1979), help "students cOnSOlidate previously learned but
not necessarily well=aottilired Skills"_(p 582), putting the finishing
touches on the Add-mite_ language development; Another optimum
useof fiction,_poetry,emd_drama is, according to Bradford (1968), to
stimulate further and more advanced study.

In short; literature must challenge students to attain more and
more knowledge and develop their dognitiVe abilities. To thisend;
the:teacher ShOUld not Selett literature _that _is_too elementary.
While the reader must understand What words mean;

if the rlader understands the language of a story, then the
story ,,,,;11 be Of n6 value to hirn as a language learning
device. . . Siihilarly, a story canteach sentence structure
only if that storyintroduces sentence structures with which
the reader is not familiar. (Bradford, 1968, p. 205)

It is not strictly accurate that students learn only when they are
exposed to unfamiliar structures as it has been shown that Ørr
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knowlidge_contributes _talearning. Nevertheless Bradford_makes
an important_ point: .titerature is _used_well when _it is _used__ to
challenge and prod students_ to _learn more-. He also urgeq _that
literature be utfed in ESL only if it teaches- more effectively than
other prose forms. This criterion may be overly restrictive.
However, the point remains that literature is put tO optimum use
when it stimulates _the reader's_ learning. According to Widdowson
(1975): _"_The_reader ofiiteratureJiay expectations _arouieciby
the patterns of language which shape to__ the. __writer's
tYerceptions of --this other reality and then experiences its
elusiveness -as these expectations are denied- when the patterns
Change" (p. 70). The reader; then; is stimulated to discover how the
unique patterns of literary language develop.

A final optimum_ use of literature concerna the reader_ himself
or herself Literature can and_should stimulate the person'a overall
growth. It should be a starting point for higher-L,Nel discussions
concerning the-aelf in -all its ariwts and esr*cuily within the
target culture. It-offers the reader anopportunity for catharsis and
the integration of dittordant and coriflictipg forces in his or her life.
If succeithilly_absorbedi_literature-stimulates_groidh. _At MeKay
(1982)- explains,_ __the reading_of _literature_can bian intense
personal experience. It can stimulate. personaLmoral,_ _psycho,
logical, emotional, and _intellectual growth._It should develop what
DiPietro (1982) says ESL teachers- have neglected, "a concept of the
learner as a whole person " (p. 215).

How much English do students need to beginita discover_ and
take_advari zage _of these _benefits? Opinionaabaund_ cancer= g :the
prerequisites for beginning_ to _work _with_a_poem; astoryier a _play_
McConochie (1979) expresses a definite_ point of_ view.in her article
demonstrating the use of- petry for young learners. She
recommends beginning teaching ,:hildren-poetry when they are
between the ages of -5 and 10. Allen (1979) generally concurs,
adVocating_poetry and stories for children even: at .age 3, and she
toa offers specific suggestions. Adults alsoneed;_like, and van_ learn
from_ literature; and DiPietro_(1983) says not enough haabeen_done
for this group_ with literature, leaving "largely unaddressed the
question of what to do at- higher -levels where the reading of
literature has beet, undertaken" (p. 44). -This- tendency is-changing
rapidly but remains an issue. The question of what linguistic level
is_ _ most_ appropriate_far beginning teaching literature to ESL
students persistsfor many (Muyskens, 1983):

[One schalarl suggests that literary texts be introduced at
beginning levels in order to prepare students to approach
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literature effectively in college. Not all _foreign language
educators agree, however. Es ler and_Bolinger, for example,
strongly urge that students be well prepared linguistically
before entering_into the Mtricacies of literature. This
debate_on_the separation between language and literary
study is not new. Castaneda, for one, firmly believes that
language can and indeed should be taught through
literature. (p. 413)

Muyskens" criterion for deciding when it is best1 tO intricluce
literature into foreign language lettehing Centerson the learner.

Whether literature is infra-chided early or late in a student's
ESL training, another question ariser_Raw should the literature
mott effectiVely be died? Soiniof the many models, suggestions .

and possibilities hav_a been described here. Ashmead (1965) offert
additional %gays to treat target language literary materials in an
PSL context. Such models sthnulate the ihgenuity of other_ ESL
professionals to develop additional OppOittinities for_students and
teachers to enjoy,literature. Marckwardt (1978)_discussesobstacles
such as the traditional way of teachingthe native literature in a
partidtilat plaee, But such _real limitations may be overcome: itt the
froCeis ofereating _the widest variety of study opporturiitiet for
ESL students that literature surely allows.

When and how often should literature be tited in ESL? That is;
how much literature should be included in the ESL_curriculum?
There are no definite antwers or certain rtilea Widdowson (1983)
points_out that no one urges the exclusive use of literature in ESL:
But like ConinniniCative_syllabi, the Silent Way, Total Physical
Resixtrise, and the myriad other language methods oh the Market,
literature is "an available resource" (0. 34). It it a valuable
resource with many optimum LAOS for teachers and students.



Guidelines for Selecting
Atid Editing Literatuit
for the ESL ClassroöM

NO dikinamojia literature and ESL is complete without &defines
reeielecting_and preparing literary materials for clatSroom use by
ESL teachers and students. In Met, both suges are_crucial_to_the
enjoyment and study of literattire. Unleii bothstages are handled
well, literature study *ill not be frintitil _or last very long in the
ESL world. In addition,_the Preparatianof teachers is crucial to the
learning: of literaturein_an_ESL context. These two matters have
been _Sithololighly discussed elsewhere that only the rough lines of
the iiriousalternatives are sketched here.

In_general, the barriers between the literature and the student
should beikept to a minimuni. Sonittimes &barrier_ is a linguistic
item that isi t60 diffietilt roe t.* student (e.g.-, unfamiliar
vocabulary). Bin Seinetimes barriers are created through devices
that editora maY think lelp'itudents but actually confuse them.
Sinijilified, abridged, and glossed texts abound in the ESL
iniblishing woo-4 despite the dangers of teXttial diatortion inherent
in such alter. =, l'hey are rarely iiniformi and rarely adhere to
their:purtioat. A :ce'tit Vie* of aimplified literary texts is offered
by: Mitchell J.984). Mardk*dt (1978)_ points out that some
"simplified Jetta Change _constructions and words and often make
the origin-11164th longer" (p; 54). Such editions concentrate on
Vocabulary simplification, but are not tOntethed about complex
syntax; which is an equally important tispe;.. of_ any_ text.
Abridgements or reductions often greatly distort texts, and for this
reason are strenuously avoided.

HO* tiSeful ifiee adantations? Marckwardt (1978) concludes
through an analysia of a Jack London abridgement that each
alteration represents gains and losses that mutt 'be weighed
carefully: Others are more vehemently committed to one or
another position about altered tt-7-(t. O'Brien and Irs)ung (19791
declare:that advanted AuderitS %Varit to and can handle unedited
texts. Bradfotd (1968) Urges the use of complete pieces but ae-
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knowledges that excerpts are sometimes necessary and should be
treated as complete units. Ashmead (1967) considers abridgements
to be downright destructive: "I do not regard the attempt of one
series to reduce Sfo64-Dick to 2400 words, Huck Finn to 24100
words, or Portrait of aiii4 to 2000 words as aids in the teaching of
the American novel-_-quite the reverse'i (p.15tSlager (1965Lin_a
discussion of the problems of selecting and editing literature _for
ESL, states, "An introduction to imaginative literature should not
present simplified versions" because they "have no place in a lit-
erature anthology" (p. 129). He did, however, shorten some selec-
tions without, he feels, destroying the pieces. Muyskens (1983)
seemsto agreemith Sieger but notes the difficulty of finding un-
abridged works with sufficient introductory and supporting
materials;

The oppsite msition is represented as much by those who dis-
cuss their actual classroom practices of using simplified texts i(e.g.,
Abercrombie, 1963), assuming such textt are necessary, as by those
who _formally suggest that not enough is known about foreign
students' readiness for unalterefitexts Arguments foraltered texts
often point out student unreadiness rather than directly _sulk
gesting text modification% They often also show up in arguments for
the selection of literatura, as discussed laVer in this section.

The amount of direct contact with an unaltered literature text
that is appropriate for ESL studentt depends first of all on their
leveUnEñglishbeginning,intcrmediate; or advaiiced. Two crucial
linguistic Actors are vocabulary_ and syntax. _Marckwardt (1978)
says the importance of the vocabulary problem is probably over-
stated. Acknowledging that students may encounter many
unfamiliar words in a single piece of literature, he favors vocabu-
lary acquisition through context and repeated contact, rather than
through memorization. He suggests also that students study pre-
fixesistiffices, and cognates, and nse an Englisli_only cliCtionary.
Sieger (19651_concurs, with the reminder that even though_ the
dictionary helps only with conventional senses of words; it is an
important but not exclusive source of linguistic information.

The situation with syntax is not as clearprimarily becauseof a
lack of knowledge about its real complexity for ESL students. Scott
(1964) states; "We've no readily available tabulation of syntactic
structures in_ terms of their frequencrof_occurrence,_as we do for
vocabulary items" (p. 492), and points out the need for a more
scientific approach to syntax. Harris and Harris (1967) also discuss
the lack of verifiable syntactic information. Thus scholars and
teachers may have a sense of the extent of lexical and syntactical
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difficulties of_literature for ESL students, but they have no
empirical measu. e of difficulty.

A related question is whether -determining the precise
difficulty of words and sentences for ESL students is pertinent to
their success. Can they learn from unedited _literature without
their teachers-or they themselves. ihr that matter-knowing which
words and sentences _they_ find most difficult? Potter (1983)
explains thet_readers absorb the meaning of a text according to
generaland specific background information that they bring to the
task. Scholars generally concur that students need not comprehend
everything they read, as general comprehensionoccursdespite the
inability -t4 grasp various difficult structures _(Buckton, 1983;
Povey, 1967). Indeed, Barry (1963) argues that an overload of
lin&stic iriformation_can hurt rather than help fluency.

The mostdifficult challenge of literature is lessened by cultural
knowledge. ESL professionals agree that when cultural in-
formation is imorporated in the text students grasp complex
material more readily. Povey (1967)suggests that cultural barriers
are more likely than language difficulties to confuse students.
Thus the selection and preparation of literature for students must
take culture _into_ account_and help students understand it. In
discussing_Matthew Arnold's "The Scholar -Gypsy," for example;
Munro_(1969) acknowledges that students who are intimidated_by
the poem cannot appreciate it. However, he does not believe
glossings are a solution. Marshall (1979)_gives the example of
attempting to teach Hopkins' "Spring and Fall" in a tropical
climate where snow simplyienotamong the elements. This barrier
is indeed a challenge. Text material should be replete with cultural
informationand edited to help students recreate the scene they are
readingabout, perhaps even visually (Bucktoni 1983). _In such a
situation the book functions as a prop, offering the kindef cultural
orientation, for example, that helPed Laygo's (1978) Filipino
students appreciate and effectively_ interpret two American short
stOries. Thus literature thatetrikes "a balance between writing
which stresses cultural universality, and the generality of human
emotions; and those cultural elements which ar st specifically
andindividually American" (Povey, 1967, p. 44 .i.st accessible
for ESL students. Even though true biculturality_ may be impos-
sible, it may be a reasonable educational goal (Marckwardt, 1978).

In addition to the obligation to supply nonnative students 'th
essential cultural_ information. the editors of literary ESL teXtS
need to meet several criteria. These criteria include (a) contem-
poraneity; (Li) cultural and geographical inclusiveness, (c) brevity;
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(d) accessibility rf style and appropriateness to the students' level,
(e) completeness; and (f) cuitural significance and interest, or
universality.

Editor's Criteria

Contemporaneity. Few scholars or critics find fault with the
criterion- of- contemporaneity. Old words and- distant historical
events add little to-ESL students' experience of literatureiand may
even_ discourage them. When students can see in- the literature
aspects _of_ the _target_culture_they_ encounter in daily life, they
receive a learni r reinforcement (Adeyanju, 1978)

Inclusiveness. The literature chosen should represmt as much
of the English-speaking world as possible (Marckwardt, 1978).
Slager (1965) notes that such literature is easily accessible
literature from Nigeria; India, frets .nd so on.

Brevity. The works should be relatively bzief. Except for novels,
discussed shortly, brevity will improve the tr:acher's chances of
maintaining students' interest throughout a lesson. If they ;lave to
struggle for tob long_ with an t.,,ifarailiai zext, they may lose
interest (Adeyanju, 1978).

_ Accessibility of Sty1eT he work shatildha an accessible style
(Adeyanju; 1978). Indeed; style is a major _factor in determining
whether the piece is literary (Mager, 1965). The works should have
interest value for ESL students; fiction's plots and subject matter
should be attractive (Adeyanju, 1978).

Completeness. As discussed., many teachers feel complete works
are best, if only, as _Marckwardt(1978) suggests,. "to demonstrate
that literary works do have a beginning; a middle; and an end" (p.
67).

Cultural Significance. Finally, they should- be culturally sig-
nificant andi if possible; universal -(Adeyanju, -I978).- Interestingly,
several_scholaraagree_ that_ a work need _not be a_ classic_ or _great
literature to be useful in ESL (Povey; 1979Widdowson,_1_975LAt
the same time,- notes Sieger (1965), "writers of distinction" are
"just as accessible as -writers-of leiser stature" (p. 129), if chosen
carefully. He contends that Faartmer,,James, and Conrad have
prohibitively complex styles. But such a blanket exclusion of
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authors is unwarranted once teachers know how to selea ar '
present literary works for ESL.

Beyond these_ criteria; generally speal ing, the literature
chose& should consider and be reiattd to the surrounding society
and its learning goals. In most cultures, literature is a way to
preserve and transmit the cultural heritage (Marckwardt; 19781
Obaervation of local education and:the state ofEnglish provicks a
starting point from which to develop a nonnative literary
curriculum.

Briefly_presented; these are the main criteria used repeatedly
in the selection of literature for ESL students. Jacoby (1985) and
Leki (1984) provide comprehensive surveys of two contemporary
anthologies aimed at ESL students. But what literature_are these
students actually reading outSide of elass!__They are reading
u.steries with short but_ complm_plots and clear solutions
ZUeringer_i_1979); _and other crime narratives; attracted by their
motivational value (Kerschgens; 1978). Several teachers and
scholars have recorded their ESL studen& experiences with
contemporary and recent writers (Hergt; :1978; Hoegel; 1977;
Marckwardt, 1978; Meltier; 1984; Scherwioiike1978; _Wolter;
1977). DiPietro (1982) -stresses the importance of _ using ethnic
themes and writers in ESL_ classes;_ suggesting particular pieces
and_ authors._ This_ approach is simply another dimension of the
need _for inclusiveness regarding the literatures available in
Er glish to ESL teachers and studet. The literature of the world
is a single broad panorama" (Mar ardt; 1978; p._29)rep1ete
with valuable literary resourc rhe _vast_ body includes
traditional_classics; modern innoN Arm; ad perennial children's
favorites (Marckwardt;_1978); stories that nee lcting out and
nonverh clues (Bradford; 1968); and possibiliti,-. .ayond any one
teacher.., magining.

The poiential of the novel in the ESL classroom nas beento
some extent, a separate question; primarily_because of its length.
While the other selection criteria_ easily apply to the novel, the
issue of length is a_ unique criterion with respect to the novel. It
involve& the _question of how to maintain :students' interest
throughout a long; perhaps complex story. Another que.tion is how
to obtain what are. in some instances, mit easily available
materials. Fortunately, solutions are availablei_ ranging from
Marckwardt's (1978) suggestion to select chapters or episodes to be
read -in1 English while the remainder of the novel is read _in
translation to Yorke's (1980) procedure: clip key passages from the
first two-thirds of a novel: give one passage to each student have
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student§ read and prepare their c,xcertats for presentation to the
class; finally, the entire clasocan_reaci the filial third of the novel.
Such suggestions seek to avoid the dreary reading of long,
culturally distant novels that nonnative readers find distasteful
(Kumar, 1978). As noted earlier, connotation and abridgement
may not solve this problem. Innovative use of authentic materisls,
such as those described, if well-arranged, can play a: valid role in
ESL while the full work remains easily available nearby.

In this _regard, more,_ not less; than_the AI! work ionecessary.
Stager (1965) has pointed out how introductory materials; well-
chosen biographical facts, and explanations, when appropriate, can
aid (nnt interfere with) comprehension. One example is the need to
explain to some students what the Oedipus complex is before they
read Frank O'Conner's "My CWdipus Complex." In addition, short
supplementary manuals can enable readers to find information if
and when they requireit

The best and most important resourceby no means
supplementaryis the teackr. The best selected and edited
literary material§ are simply not sufficient without teachers. The
most serious lack in ESL instruction is not that of appropriate
literary materials but that ois teachers trained well enough to use
them as they become available. riddowson (1983) observes:

As language teaching increasingly chose linguistics as itS
point of reference, literature was ruled out of court very
largely because linguista_generally speaking, are_notliten.
ary scholam It's amazing hew much philistinism there is
among linguists and applied linguists. It's rather surpris-
ing how few people concerned with language these days
have any interest in or knowledge about literature. (p. 34)

The absence of methodology courses in teaching literature has been
cited as a current deficiency in the curriculum (Muyskens, 1983).

Perhaps the key word in learning about using literature in ESL
is not training, with its rigid connotations, but exposi re
Nevertheless, the real_ work of _making_ literature accessible and
enjoyable to ESL students _and teachers lies not In_ _materiels
selection; but in the best teacher-training and in-service courses
possible. Sensitivity exercises and sessions can help teachers who
are intimidated by literature to become more aware that it is an
already-familiar use of the language. On a -larger scale, graduate
seminars can be offered on literature and ESL. Such education ran
take many form& as administrators; scholars; and teachers seek_to
address their needs. Whatever resources they invent or discover.
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teachers will ultimately feel freer tO -make use of enjry:, and
even create original literary materials for their students' use and
appreciation.
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INCORPORATING LITERATURE IN ESL INSTRUCTION
Howard Sage

Many teachers of English as a second language are unaware of the considerable role
that literature can play in developir:g their students' overall language competence. In
this volume, Ur. Sage, an adjunct associate professorsof ESL at New York University.
summarizes the role ot literature in ESL instruction with specific reference to the
potential learning benefits. He also provides a detailed set ot guidelines for selecting
materi2ls and riesrnhes tePrhing strtegies. nr. qnge provides a compelling
rationale for exploring hterary works in the ESL classroom.
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